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Introduction.The subject matter of this paper is best explained by an
example,such as that of the relationbetweena vector space L and its "dual"
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or "conjugate" space T(L). Let L be a finite-dimensional
real vector space,
whileits conjugate T(L) is, as is custoiiary, the vectorspace of all real valued
linear functionst on L. Since this conjugate T(L) is in its turn a real vector
space with the same dimensionas L, it is clear that L and T(L) are isomorphic. But such an isomorphismcannot be exhibited until one chooses a definite set of basis vectorsforL, and furthermore
the isomorphismwhichresults
will differfordifferent
choices of this basis.
For the iterated conjugate space T(T(L)), on the other hand, it is well
knownthat one can exhibitan isomorphismbetweenL and T(T(L)) without
using any special basis in L. This exhibitionof the isomorphismL T(T(L))
is "natural" in that it is given simultaneously
vector
forall finite-dimensional
spaces L.
This simultaneitycan be furtheranalyzed. Consider two finite-dimenX1of L1 into L2;
sional vector spaces L1 and L2 and a linear transformation
in symbols
X1: L1-+L2.

(1)

X1induces a correspondinglinear transformationof the
This transformation
second conjugate space T(L2) into the firstone, T(L1). Specifically,since each
elementt2in the conjugate space T(L2) is itselfa mapping,one has two transformations
L

X

L2

R;

is thusa lineartransformation
ofL1 into R, hencean element
theirproductt2X1
t1in the conjugate space T(L1). We call this correspondenceof t2 to t1the
mapping T(X1) inducedby Xi; thus T(X1) is definedby setting [T(X1)]t2=t2X1,
so that
(2)

T(Xi):

T(L2)

-+

T(L1).

In particular,this induced transformationT(X1) is simplythe identitywhen
X1 is given as the identitytransformationof L1 into L1. Furthermorethe
transformationinduced by a product of X's is the product of the separately
forif X1maps L1 into L2 while X2 maps L2 into L3,
induced transformations,
the definitionof T(X) shows that
T(X2X1) = T(X1)T(X2).

The process of formingthe conjugate space thus actually involves two different operations or functions.The firstassociates with each space L its conjugate space T(L); the second associates with each linear transformationX
between vector spaces its induced linear transformationT(X)(1).
functionsT(L) and T(X) may be safelydenoted by the same letter T
(1) The two different
because theirargumentsL and X are always typographicallydistinct.
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A discussion of the "simultaneoils" or "natural" character of the isomorphismL_T(T(L))
clearly involves a simultaneous considerationof all
spaces L and all transformations
X connectingthem; this entails a simultaneous considerationof the conjugate spaces T(L) and the,induced transformations T(X) connectingthem. Both functionsT(L) and T(X) are thus involved;
we regardthemas the componentparts of what we call a "functor"T. Since
the induced mapping T(X1) of (2) reverses the directionof the originalXi
of (1), this functorT will be called "contravariant."
The simultaneousisomorphisms
r(L): L >~ T(T(L))
compare two covariantfunctors;the firstis the identityfunctorI, composed
of the two functions
1(L)

=

L,

I(X)

=

W

the second is the iteratedconjugate functorT2, with components
T2(L) = T(T(L)),

T2(X) = T(T(X)).

For each L, r(L) is constructedas follows.Each vector xCL and each functional tET(L) determinea real numbert(x). If in this expressionx is fixed
while t varies, we obtain a linear transformationof T(L) into R, hence an
elementy in the double conjugate space T2(L). This mapping r(L) of x to y
may also be definedformallyby setting [[i-(L)]x]t=t(x).
The connectionsbetween these isomorphismsr(L) and the transformations X: L1-+L2 may be displayed thus:
L1-

7r(Li)
r()

I(X)

I

L2

z7(L2)

}

2
T2(L1)

T2(X)

--E T 2(L2)

The statementthat the two possible paths fromL1 to T2(L2) in this diagram
are in effectidenticalis what we shall call the "naturality"or "simultaneity"
condition fort; explicitly,it reads
(3)

r(L2)I(X)

-

T2(X)r(Li).

This equality can be verifiedfromthe above definitionsof t(L) and T(X) by
straightforward
substitution.A functiont satisfyingthis "naturality"condition will be called a "natural equivalence" of the functorsI and T2.
On the otherhand, the isomorphismof L to its conjugate space T(L) is a
comparisonof the covariantfunctorI with the contravariantfunctorT. Suppose that we are given simultaneousisomorphisms
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en(L): L:r-?T(L)
X: L1-+L2 we then have a diagram
foreach L. For each lineartransformation
L, 1(X)

{

L2

aT(LO)
~L2)

-

>

T(L1)

{

T(X)

a(LT(L2)

The only "naturality"conditionread fromthisdiagram is o(L1) = T(X)o-(L2)X.
Since o-(L1)is an isomorphism,this conditioncertainlycannot hold unless X
is an isomorphismof L1 into L2. Even in the more restrictedcase in which
L2- L1,=L is a single space, therecan be no isomorphismu: L-+T(L) which
satisfies this naturality condition o-= T(X)o-Xfor every nonsingularlinear
transformationX(2). Consequently, with our definitionof T(X), there is no
"natural" isomorphismbetweenthe functorsI and T, even in a veryrestricted
special case.
Such a considerationof vector spaces and their linear transformationsis
but one example of many similar mathematical situations; for instance, we
may deal with groups and their homomorphisms,with topological spaces
and theircontinuousmappings,with simplicialcomplexesand theirsimplicial
with ordered sets and their order preservingtransformatransformations,
tions. In order to deal in a general way with such situations,we introduce
the concept of a category.Thus a category2fwill consistof abstract elements
of two types: the objects A (for example, vector spaces, groups) and the
homomorphisms).For some
mappingsa (forexample, lineartransformations,
pairs of mappingsin the categorythereis defineda product (in the examples,
the product is the usual compositeof two transformations).Certain of these
mappingsact as identitieswith respectto this product,and thereis a one-toone correspondencebetweenthe objects of the categoryand these identities.
A categoryis subject to certainsimpleaxioms, so formulatedas to includeall
examples of the character described above.
Some of the mappingsa of a categorywill have a formalinversemapping
in the category; such a mapping a is called an equivalence. In the examples
quoted the equivalences turn out to be, respectively,the isomorphismsfor
vector spaces, the homeomorphismsfortopological spaces, the isomorphisms
forgroups and forcomplexes,and so on.
Most of the standard constructionsof a new mathematical object from
given objects (such as the constructionof the direct product of two groups,
(2) For suppose a had this property.Then (x, y) = [(x) ]y is a nonsingularbilinear form
(not necessarilysymmetric)in the vectors x, y of L, and we would have, for every X, (x, y)

= [O(x)
](y) = [T(X)oXx]y=

[rxx]xy= (Xx, Xy), so that the bilinear form is left invariant by every

nonsingularlineartransformationX.This is clearly impossible.
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the homologygroup of a complex,the Galois group of a field) furnisha func) = C which assigns to given objects A, B, * * * in definite
tion T(A, B, *
categories X, Q3,*
a new object C in a category C. As in the special case
of the conjugate T(L) of a linear space, where there is a correspondinginduced mapping T(X), we usually findthat mappings a, /3,
in the categories 9I, Q3,* * * also induce a definitemapping T(a, =i,* )=y in the
category (S, properlyacting on the object T(A, B, * * * ).
These examples suggest the general concept of a functorT on categories
I, Q3,.
to a category L, defined-as an appropriate pair of functions
T(A, B, ** ), T(a, 3, * * * ). Such a functormay well be covariant in some
of its arguments,contravariantin the others. The theoryof categories and
functors,with a few of the illustrations,constitutesChapter I.
The natural isomorphismL->T2(L) is but one example of many natural
equivalences occurringin mathematics. For instance, the isomorphismof a
locally compact abelian group with its twice iterated charactergroup, most
of the general isomorphismsin group theoryand in the homologytheoryof
complexes and spaces, as well as many equivalences in set theoryin general
topologysatisfya naturalityconditionresembling(3). In Chapter II, we provide a generaldefinitionof equivalence betweenfunctorswhichincludesthese
of one functorinto another
cases. A more general notion of a transformation
provides a means of comparing functorswhich may not be equivalent. The
general concepts are illustrated by several fairly elementary examples of
fortopological spaces, groups,and Banach
equivalences and transformations
spaces.
The thirdchapter deals especially with groups. In the categoryof groups
the concept of a subgroup establishes a natural partial order for the objects
(groups) of the category. For a functorwhose values are in the categoryof
groups there is an induced partial order. The formationof a quotient group
has as analogue the constructionof the quotient functorof a given functorby
any normalsubfunctor.In the uses of group theory,most groupsconstructed
are obtained as quotient groups of other groups; consequentlythe operation
of buildinga quotient functoris directlyhelpfulin the representationof such
groupconstructionsby functors.The firstand second isomorphismtheorems
of group theoryare then formulatedforfunctors;incidentally,this is used to
show that these isomorphismsare "natural." The latter part of the chapter
establishes the naturality of various known isomorphismsand homomorphisms in group theory(3).
The fourthchapter starts with a discussion of functorson the category
of partiallyorderedsets, and continueswith the discussionof limitsof direct
and inverse systems of groups, which formthe chief topic of this chapter.
(3) A briefdiscussion of this case and of the general theoryof functorsin the case of groups
is given in the authors' note, Natural isomorphismsin grouptheory,Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.
vol. 28 (1942) pp. 537-543.
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Aftersuitable categoriesare introduced,the operationsof formingdirectand
inverselimitsof systemsof groups are describedas functors.
In the fifthchapterwe establish the homologyand cohomologygroups of
complexes and spaces as functorsand show the naturalityof va.riousknown
isomorphismsof topology,especially those which arise in duality theorems.
The treatmentof the Cech homologytheoryutilizes the categoriesof direct
and inversesystems,as discussed in Chapter IV.
The introductionof this study of naturalityis justified,in our opinion,
both by its technicaland by its conceptual advantages.
In the technicalsense, it providesthe exact hypothesesnecessaryto apply
to both sides of an isomorphisma passage to the limit,in the sense of direct
or inverselimitsforgroups, ringsor spaces(4). Indeed, our naturalitycondition is part of the standard isomorphismconditionfortwo direct or two inverse svsterns(5).
The study of functorsalso provides a technicalbackgroundforthe intuitive notion of naturalityand makes it possible to verifyby straightforward
computationthe naturalityofan isomorphismor ofan equivalence in all those
cases where it has been intuitivelyrecognizedthat the isomorphismsare indeed "natural." In many cases (forexample,as in the above isomorphismofL
to T(L)) we can also assert that certainknownisomorphismsare in fact "unnatural," relative to the class of mappings considered.
In a metamathematicalsense our theoryprovides general concepts applicable to all branches of abstract mathematics,and so contributesto the
currenttrend towards uniformtreatmentof differentmathematical disciplines. In particular,it providesopportunitiesforthe comparisonof constructionsand of the isomorphismsoccurringin different
branchesof mathematics;
in thisway it may occasionallysuggestnew resultsby analogy.
The theoryalso emphasizes that, whenevernew abstract objects are constructedin a specifiedway out of given ones, it is advisable to regardthe constructionof the correspondinginduced mappings on these new objects as an
integralpart of theirdefinition.The pursuitof this programentails a simultaneous considerationof objects and theirmappings (in our terminology,this
means the considerationnot of individual objects but of categories). This
emphasis on the specificationof the type of mappings employed gives more
insight into the degree of invariance of the various concepts involved. For
instance,we show in Chapter III, ?16, that the concept of the commutator
subgroupof a group is in a sense a more invariantone than that of the center,
(4) Such limitingprocessesare essential in the transitionfromthe homologytheoryof complexes to that of spaces. Indeed, the general theorydeveloped here occurredto the authors as a
result of the study of the admissibilityof such a passage in a relatively involved theoremin
homology theory (Eilenberg and MacLane, Group extensionsand homology,Ann. of Math.
vol. 43 (1942) pp. 757-831, especially,p. 777 and p. 815).
(5) H. Freudenthal,Entwickelung
vonRaumen und ihrenGruppen,Compositio Math. vol. 4
(1937) pp. 145-234.
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which in its turn is more invariant than the concept of the automorphism
group of a group, even though in the classical sense all three concepts are
invariant.
The invariant characterof a mathematical discipline can be formulated
in these terms.Thus, in group theoryall the basic constructionscan be regarded as the definitionsof co- or contravariantfunctors,so we may formulate the dictum: The subject of group theoryis essentiallythe study of those
constructionsof groupswhich behave in a covariantor contravariantmanner
under induced homomorphisms.More precisely,group theorystudies functorsdefinedon well specifiedcategoriesof groups,withvalues in anothersuch
category.
This may be regardedas a continuationof the Klein ErlangerProgramm,
in the sense that a geometricalspace with its group of transformationsis
generalizedto a categorywith its algebra of mappings.
CHAPTER I. CATEGORIES

AND FUNCTORS

1. Definitionof categories. These investigationswill deal with aggregates
such as a class of groups togetherwith a class of homomorphisms,each of
whichmaps one of the groups into anotherone, or such as a class of topological spaces togetherwith all their continuous mappings, one into another.
Consequently we introduce a notion of "category" which will embody the
common formalpropertiesof such aggregates.
From the examples "groups plus homomorphisms"or "spaces plus continuous mappings" we are led to the following definition. A category
= {A, a } is an aggregate of abstract elements A (for example, groups),
called the objectsof the category,and abstract elementsa (forexample,homomorphisms), called mappings of the category. Certain pairs of tnappings
determineuniquely a product mapping a =a2a,1G,
subject to the
ali, a2cI
axioms C1, C2, C3 below. Correspondingto each object A C I there is a
unique mapping, denoted by eA or by e(A), and subject to the axioms C4
and C5. The axioms are:

Cl. The tripleproduct
a3(a2al)

is defined
if and onlyif (a3a2)al is defined.

Wheneitheris defined,theassociativelaw
a3(a2al)

=(-3a2)al

holds. This tripleproductwill be writtenas

a3a2ai.

C2. Thetripleproduct
bothproducts
whenever
a3a2al is defined
a3a2 and a2al

are defined.

DEFINITION.A mappingeC2( will be called an identityof 21if and only if
the existenceof any productea or je impliesthat ea = a and 3e= 3.
C3. For each mappingae2f thereis at least one identitye1GCfsuch thatae,
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is defined,and at least one identitye2GC such thate2cxis defined.
C4. The mappingeA corresponding
to each objectA is an identity.
C5. For each identitye of 2I thereis a unique objectA of 2I such thateA= e.
These two axioms assert that the rule A -eeA providesa one-to-onecorrespondence betweenthe set of all objects of the categoryand the set of all its
identities.It is thus clear that the objects play a secondary role, and could
be entirelyomittedfromthe definitionof a category.However, the manipulation of the applications would be slightlyless convenientwere this done.
LEMMA 1.1. For each mappingaG21 thereis exactlyone objectAl withthe
productae(Al) defined,and exactlyone A2 withe(A2)a defined.

The objects A1, A2 will be called the domain and the rangeof a, respectively. We also say that a acts on A1 to A2, and write
a:

A1 -A2

in Wf.

Proof. Suppose that ae(Al) and ae(Bl) are both defined.By the properties of an identity,ae(Al) =a, so that axioms Cl and C2 insurethat the product e(A1)e(Bl) is defined.Since both are identities,e(A1) =e(A1)e(Bl) =e(Bl),
and consequentlyA1=B1. The uniqueness of A2 is similarlyestablished.
LEMMA 1.2. The producta2al is definedif and onlyif therange of a, is the
domain of a2. In otherwords,a2al is definedif and only if a1:A1->A2 and
a2: A2- A 3. In thatcase a2a1:A1--A3.

Proof.Let a,:A1->A2. The producte(A2)al is thendefinedand e(A2)al =a,.
Consequentlya2al is definedif and only ifa2e(A2)al is defined.By axioms C2
and Cl this will hold preciselywhen a2e(A2) is defined.Consequently a2al
is definedif and only if A2 is the domain of a2 SO that a2:A2->A3. To prove
that a2a,:A1-*A3 note that since axle(Ai)and e(A3)a2 are definedthe products
(a2a,)e(Al) and e(A3)(a2a,) are defined.
LEMMA

1.3. If A is an object,eA:A- *A.

Proof. If we assume that e(A):Ai-*A2 then e(A)e(Al) and e(A2)e(A) are
defined.Since they are all identitiesit followsthat e(A) =e(Ai) =e(A2) and
A =A1 =A2.
A "leftidentity",Bis a mapping such that 1Oa=a wheneverfOais defined.
Axiom C3 shows that every leftidentityis an identity.Similarlyeach right
identityis an identity.Furthermore,the product eel of two identitiesis definedif and only if e=el.
If dryis definedand is an identity,,Bis called a leftinverseof y, y a right
inverseof,B.A mappinga is called an equivalenceof 21ifit has in 2tat least one
left inverseand at least one rightinverse.
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LEMMA 1.4. An equivalencea has exactlyone leftinverseand exactlyone
rightinverse.These inversesare equal, so thatthe (unique) inversemay be denotedby c-'.

Proof. It sufficesto show that any left inversef of a equals any right
inverse-y.Since 3a and a-yare both defined,fay is defined,by axiom C2. But
3a and a-yare identities,so that A =f3(ay) = (fa)'y =y, as asserted.
For equivalences a, f one easily proves that a-' and a: (if defined) are
equivalences, and that
(a-')-1

=

a,

(a3)-,

= 0-1a-1

Every identitye is an equivalence, with e- = e.
Two objects A,, A2 are called equivalentif there is an equivalence a such
that a:A1-*A2. The relationof equivalence betweenobjects is reflexive,symmetricand transitive.
2. Examples of categories. In the constructionof examples, it is convenient to use the concept of a subcategory.A subaggregate2[oof 2twill be called
a subcategoryif the followingconditionshold:
10.

If a,, a2z {o and a2a, is definedin 2{,thena2a,C2Eo.
theneA C2o0
If a:A,-*A2 in 2{ withaCe(o, thenAl, A2C2f.

20. If AE(o,
30.

Condition 10 insures that 2[o is "closed" with respect to multiplication
in 2{; fromconditions20 and 30 it then followsthat Wois itselfa category.
The intersectionof any numberof subcategoriesof 2W
is again a subcategory
of W. Note, however, that an equivalence aC2(o of W need not remain an
equivalence in a subcategory2to,because the inversea-' may not be in Wo.
For example, if 2W
is any category,the aggregateWe of all the objects and
all the equivalences of St is a subcategoryof W.Also if 2tis a categoryand S a
subclass of its objects, the aggregate%[ consistingof all objects of S and al.l
mappings of 2t with both range and domain in S is a subcategory.In fact,
every subcategoryof W can be obtained in two steps: first,forma subcategory Es; second, extractfrom2!La subaggregate,consistingof all the objects
of 2f8 and a set of mappings of W.which contains all identitiesand is closed
undermultiplication.
The category 25 of all sets has as its objects all sets S(6). A mapping a'
of (E is determinedby a pair of sets Si and S2 and a many-onecorrespondence
between Si and a subset of S2, which assigns to each xCS, a corresponding
elementaX CS2; we thenwriteo: Si-S2. (Note that any deletion of elements
fromS or S2 changesthe mappingar.)The productof0o2 S2 -83 and al: Si52
is definedifand only ifS21 = S2; this productthenmaps Si intoS3 by the usual
(6) This category obviously leads to the paradoxes of set theory.A detailed discussion of
this aspect of categories appears in ?6, below.
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compositecorrespondence(020a1)X = aT2(01X) foreach x CS,('). The mapping es
correspondingto the set S is the identity mapping of S onto itself,with
esx=x forxCS. The axioms Cl throughC5 are clearly satisfied.An equivamappingofSi ontoS2.
lenceo: Sl--S2 is simplya one-to-one
Subcategories of ( include the categoryof all finitesets S, with all their
mappings as before.For any cardinal number M there are two similar categories,consistingof all sets S of power less than m (or, of power less than or
equal to m), togetherwith all their mappings. Subcategories of 2i can also
be obtained by restrictingthe mappings; for instance we may require that
each o-is a mappingof S1 ontoS2, or that each o is a one-to-onemapping of Si
into a subset of S2.
The category X of all topological spaces has as its objects all topological
spaces X and as its mappings all continuous transformationst: X1-*X2 of a
space X1 into a space X2. The composition4241 and the identityex are both
definedas before.An equivalence in X is a homeomorphism(=topological
equivalence).
Various subcategoriesof X can again be obtained by restrictingthe type
of topological space to be considered,or by restrictingthe mappings,say to
open mappings or to closed mappings(8).
In particular,e can be regardedas a subcategoryof X, namely, as that
subcategoryconsistingof all spaces with a discrete topology.
The category 5 of all topologicalgroups(9)has as its objects all topological
groups G and as its mappings y all those many-one correspondences of a
group G1 into a group G2 which are homomorphisms(10).The composition
and the identitiesare definedas in 5.An equivalence ry:G1-*G2in 65turnsout
to be a one-to-one(bicontinuous) isomorphismof G1to G2.
Subcategories of (Mcan be obtained by restrictingthe groups (discrete,
abelian, regular,compact, and so on) or by restrictingthe homomorphisms
(open homomorphisms,homomorphisms"onto," and so on).
The categorye3 of all Banach spaces is similar; its objects are the Banach
, of normat most 1 of one
spaces B, its mappings all linear transformations
Banach space into another("). Its equivalences are the equivalences between
which preserve
two Banach spaces (that is, one-to-onelinear transformations
(7) This formalassociative law allows us to write0201X withoutfear of ambiguity. In more
complicated formulas,parentheseswill be insertedto make the componentsstand out.
(8) A mapping t: Xl- X2 iS open (closed) if the image under t of every open (closed) subset
of X is open (closed) in X2.
(9) A topologicalgroup G is a group which is also a topological space in which the group
compositionand the group inverseare continuous functions(no separation axioms are assumed
on the space). If, in addition, G is a Hausdorffspace, then all the separation axioms up to and
including regularityare satisfied,so that we call G a regulartopologicalgroup.
(10) By a homomorphismwe always understanda continuous homomorphism.
is defined
(11)For each lineartransformationD of the Banach space B1 into B2, the norm fli3j
forall bEB, with||b||= 1.
as theleastupperboundIIobI|,
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the norm). The assumption above that the mappings of the categoryZ all
have normat most 1 is necessaryin orderto insurethat the equivalences in e
as
actually preservethe norm.If one admits arbitrarylinear transformations
mappings of the category,one obtains a largercategoryin which the equivalences are the isomorphisms(that is, one-to-onelinear transformations)('2).
For quick reference,we sometimesdescribea categoryby specifyingonly
the object involved (forexample,the categoryof all discretegroups). In such
a case, we imply that the mappings of this categoryare to be all mappings
appropriateto the objects in question (for example, all homomorphisms).
3. Functorsin two arguments.For simplicitywe defineonly the concept
of a functorcovariant in one argumentand contravariantin another. The
generalizationto any numberof argumentsof each type will be immediate.
Let 2{, Z, and C be three categories. Let T(A, B) be an object-function
whichassociates with each pair of objects A ES, B CZ an object T(A, B) = C
which associates with each pair
in C, and let T(a, [) be a mapping-function
of mappings ae2f, OCZ a mapping T(a, f) =,yCA. For these functionswe
formulatecertainconditionsalready indicatedin the example in the introduction.
DEFINITION.
The object-functionT(A, B) and the mapping-function
T(a, 1) forma functorT, covariant in 2tand contravariantin 53, with values
in (S, if
T(eA,eB) = eT(A,B),
if,whenevera:A1-?A2 in 2t and fl:B1->B2 in Q,
(3.1)

(3.2)

T(a,A):

T(A1, B2)- T(A2, B1),

and if,wheneveraga,C2t and 320103,
(3.3)

T(ai2ai,

32131) =

T(a2, f,%)T(ai,p2).

Condition (3.2) guaranteesthe existenceof the product of mappings appearing on the rightin (3.3).
The formulas(3.2) and (3.3) display the distinctionbetweenco- and contravariance.The mapping T(a, O) = y induced by a and 3 acts fromT(A1, -)
to T(A2, -); that is, in the same directionas does a, hence the covariance
of T in the argument21.The induced mapping T(a, O) at the same timeoperates in the directionopposite fromthat of ,B; thus it is contravariantin Q3.
Essentially the same shiftin directionis indicated by the ordersof the factors in formula (3.3) (the covariant a's appear in the same order on both
sides; the contravariantO's appear in one orderon the leftand in the opposite
orderon the right).With this observation,the requisiteformulasforfunctors
in more argumentscan be set down.
Accordingto this definition,the functorT is composed of an object func(12)

liniaires,Warsaw, 1932, p. 180.
S. Banach, Thkoriedesoperations
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tion and a mapping function.The latter is the more importantof the two;
in fact, the condition (3.1) means that it determinesthe object functionand
thereforethe whole functor,as stated in the followingtheorem.
THEOREM 3.1. A functionT(a, f) whichassociates to each pair of mappings

categoriesXI,Q3a mapping T(a, 1G)-y in a thirdcatea and A in therespective
goryE is themappingfunctionof a functorT covariantin W and contravariant
in 93 if and onlyif theJollowingtwoconditionshold:
(i) T(eA, eB) is an identitymappingin E forall identitieseA, eB of I and Q8.
thenT(a2, 03) T(ai, 32) is defined and
and /201E,
(ii) Whenever
a2aE1E
the
equation
satisfies
T(a2ai,

(3.4)

1211)

=

T(a2,

31)T(ai,

(2).

functorT is uniquely deterIf T(a, 13)satisfies(i) and (ii), thecorresponding
mined,withan objectfunctionT(A, B) givenby theformula
(3.5)

eT(A,B) =

T(eA, eB).

Proof. The necessityof (i) and (ii) and the second half of the theoremare
obvious.
Conversely,let T(a, j3) satisfyconditions(i) and (ii). Condition (i) means
that an object functionT(A, B.) can be definedby (3.5). We must show that
if a:A1--A2 and O:B1-*B2, then (3.2) holds. Since e(A2)a and 3e(B1) are defined,the product T(e(A2), e(B1)) T(a, 13)is defined;forsimilar reasons the
product T(a, 3) T(e(A1), e(B2)) is defined.
In virtue of the definition(3.5), the products
e(T (A 2, B 1)) T (a, A),

T(ae, ,B)e(T(Al1,B2))

are defined.This implies (3.2).
In any functor,the replacement of the argumentsA, B by equivalent
argumentsA', B' will replace the value T(A, B) by an equivalent value
T(A', B'). This fact may be alternativelystated as follows:
THEOREM3.2. If T is a functoron 2f,e3 to C, and if aCe: and (3Cd are
equivalences,then T(ax, ,3) is an equivalencein S, with the inverse T(ax, f3)'
- T(C-1,

(-1).

For the proofwe assume that T is covariant in 2 and contravariantin Q3.
The productsaa-1 and a-la are then identities,and the definitionof a functor
shows that
T(a, ,)T(a-1,

,-1)

= T(aa'-1,

3-1),

T(a-1,

#-')T(a,

,B)=

T(a-1a, iY

-1).

By condition (3.1), the terms on the right are both identities, which means

that T(a-1, A-1) is an inversefor T(a, ,B),as asserted.
4. Examples offunctors.The same object functionmay appear in various
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functors,as is shown by the followingexample of one covariant and one contravariantfunctorboth with the same object function.In the categorye of
all sets, the "power" functorsP+ and P- have the object function
P+(S)

= P-(S)

=

the set of all subsetsofS.

For any many-onecorrespondencea: S1-S2 the respectivemappingfunctions
are definedforany subset A1CS (or A2CS2) as("3)
P+(o)Al = oA1,

P-(ou)A2=o-A2.

It is immediatethat P+ is a covariant functorand P- a contravariantone.
The cartesianproduct XX Y of two topological spaces is the object function of a functorof two covariant variables X and Y in the category X of all
topological spaces. For continuous transformationst:XX1-*X2and -0:Y1-?Y2
the correspondingmapping function(X71 is definedforany point (xi, yi) in
the cartesian product Xi X Yi as
t X X(X1, y1) = ({X1, t7yI).

One verifiesthat
t

X 1: X1 X Y1 - X2 X Y2,

that t X7q is the identitymapping of Xi X Yi into itselfwhen t and -qare both
identities,and that
(4241) X (X02X1)= (62 X ?12)(4l X 771)

are defined.In virtue of these facts,the
wheneverthe products t221 and 712711
functionsX X Y and ( X7 constitutea covariant functorof two variables on
the categoryX.
The direct product of two groups is treated in exactly similar fashion;
it gives a functorwith the set functionG XH and the mappingfunctionyX71,
definedfor y: G1i-G2and -q:H1-1H2 exactlyas was t X -q.The same applies to
the categorye of Banach spaces, provided one fixesone of the usual possible
definiteproceduresof normingthe cartesian product of two Banach spaces.
For a topological space Y and a locally compact ( = locally bicompact)
Hausdorffspace X one may constructthe space Yx of all continuousmappingsf of the whole space X into Y (fxC Y forxEX). A topologyis assigned
to Yx as follows.Let C be any compact subset of X, U any open set in Y.
Then the set [C, U] of all fE Yx withfCC U is an open set in Yx, and the
most general open set in Yx is any union of finiteintersections[C1, U1]

n

...

N'Cc, Uj.

This space Yx may be regardedas the object functionof a suitable functor, Map (X, Y). To constructa suitable mapping function,consider any
ofS2 oftheformox forxEAi, whilec-1A2consists
(13) Here aAl is theset ofall elements
ofall elementsxE S, withcrxG
A2. Whena-is an equivalence,withan inverse , rA2=-lA2,
as to themeaningofc-1 can arise.
so thatnoambiguity
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continuoustransformations
t: X1-*X2, -q:Yi-* Y2. For each fEYX2, one then
has mappingsacting thus:
X1

e

X2

y1 Y2-

so that one may derive a continuoustransformation-qftof Yx1. This correspondencef-71ft may be shown to be a continuousmapping of yx2 into Yx.
Hence we may defineobject and mapping functions"Map" by setting,
Map (X, y) = Yx,

(4.1)

[Map
(V , 77)f = lqft.

The constructionshows that
Map (Q,-):

Map (X2, Y1)-* Map (X1, Y2),

and hence suggeststhat thisfunctoris contravariantin X and covariantin Y.
One observes at once that Map (Q, n) is an identitywhen both t and 71are
identities.Furthermore,ifthe products4241 and IW71are defined,the definition
of "Map" gives first,
[Map

(Q21,

712711)If =

21271f21

=

772(Mf62)1,

and second,
Map

(Q1,72)

Map

(Q2,

nl)f

=

[Map

(t1, 12) ]71qft2

=

lq2(771ft2)%1

Consequently
Map

(%241, 712711) =

Map

1, 72)

Map

(Q2, 711),

which completesthe verificationthat "Map," definedas in (4.1), is a functor
on XI, X to X, contravariantin the firstvariable, covariant in the second,
where Xi,,denotes the subcategoryof I definedby the locally compact Hausdorffspaces.
For abelian groups there is a similar functor"Hom." Specifically,let G
be a locally compact regulartopologicalgroup,H a topologicalabelian groupr.
4 of G
We constructthe set Hom (G, H) of all (continuous) homomorphisms
into H. The sum of two such homomorphisms
41 and 4)2 is definedby setting
foreach gEG(14); this sum is itselfa homomorphismbe(4)1+4)2)g
=01g+4)2g,
cause H is abelian.

Under this addition, Hom (G, H) is an abelian group. It is topologized
by the familyof neighborhoods[C, U] of zero definedas follows.Given C,
any compact subset of G, and U, any open set in H containingthe zero of H,
[C; U] consists of all 4)CHom (G, H) with q5CC U. With these definitions,
Hom (G, H) is a topological group. If H has a neighborhoodof the identity
containingno subgroupbut the trivialone, one may prove that Hom (G, H)
is locally compact.
(14)

The group operation in G, H, and so on, will be writtenas addition.
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This functionof groups is the object functionof a functor"Hom." For
given y:G1-G2 and q: H1->H2 the mapping functionis definedby setting
[Hom (y, v)]o = nofy

(4.2)

for each 4CHom (G2,H1). Formally,this definitionis exactlylike (4.1). One
may show that this definition(4.2) does yield a continuoushomomorphism
Hom (y, v) :Hom (G2,H1) -* Hom (G1,H2).
As in the previous case, Hom is a functorwith values in the category(Ma of
abelian groups,definedforargumentsin two appropriatesubcategoriesof (M,
contravariantin the firstargument,G, and covariant in the second, H.
For Banach spaces thereis a similarfunctor.If B and C are two Banach
X
spaces, let Lin (B, C) denote the Banach space of all lineartransformations
To
of B into C, with the usual definitionof the normof the transformation.
describethe correspondingmappingfunction,considerany lineartransformations f:B1->B2 and -y:C1--C2with I|j||?1 and j!yj 1, and set, for each
XCLin (B2, C1),
[Lin (,, y)]X = y),O.

(4.3)

This is in fact a linear transformation
Lin (,, 'y):Lin (B2, C1)

-+

Lin (BI, C2)

of norm at most 1. As in the previous cases, Lin is a functoron 3, e to Q8,
contravariantin its firstargumentand covariant in the second.
In case C is fixedto be the Banach space R of all real numberswith the
absolute value as norm,Lin (B, C) is just the Banach space conjugate to B,
in the usual sense. This leads at once to the functor
Conj (B)

Lin (B, R),

Conj (,) = Lin (3, eR).

This is a contravariantfunctoron Q3to Q3.
Anotherexample of a functoron groupsis the tensorproductG o H of two
abelian groups.This functorhas been discussed in moredetail in our Proceedings note cited above.
5. Slicing of functors.The last example involved the process of holding
one of the argumentsof a functorconstant. This process occurs elsewhere
(forexample, in the charactergroup theory,Chapter III below), and fallsat
once underthe followingtheorem.
in Q3,with
THEOREM 5.1. If T is a functorcovariantin X, contravariant
values in C, thenfor eachfixedB G93 thedefinitions
S(A) = T(A, B),

S((a) = T (a,

eB)

yielda functorS on 2[ to G withthesame variance(in 21)as T.
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This "slicing"of a functormay be partiallyinverted,in that the functorT
is determinedby its object functionand its two "sliced" mapping functions,
in the followingsense.
5.2. Let X, Q0, S be threecategoriesand T(A, B), T(a, B),
T(A, 3) threefunctionssuch thatfor each fixed B ?Q0 thefunctionsT(A, B),
T(ax,B) forma covariantfunctoron f to C, whilefor each A G? thefunctions
functoron IO to S. If in additionfor
T(A, B) and T(A, 3) givea contravariant
each a::A1-A2 in a and f:B1->B2 in e0 we have
THEOREM

T(A2, 3)T(a, B2) = T (a, B1)T(A1,j),

(S.1)

thenthefunctionsT(A, B) and
T (a, ,3) = T(a, B1)T(A1,$)

(5.2)

in 53,withvalues in (E.
forma functorcovariantin X1,contravariant
Proof. The condition (5.1) merelystates the equivalence of the two paths
about the followingsquare:
T(A

B2)

T(a, B2)

T(A1, )
T(A1, B1)

T(A2, B2)
T(A2,9)

T(c,

T(A2, Bi)

The resultof eitherpath is then taken in (5.2) to definethe mapping function,
which then certainlysatisfiesconditions(3.1) and (3.2) of the definitionof a
functor,The proofof the basic product condition (3.3) is best visualized by
writingout a 3 X3 arrayof values T(A , B,).
The significanceof this theoremis essentiallythis: in verifyingthat given
object and mapping functionsdo yield a functor,one may replace the verificationof the product condition(3.3) in two variables by a separate verification, one variable at a time, provided one also proves that the order of
application of these one-variable mappings can be interchanged(condition
(5.1)).
6. Foundations. We remarkedin ?3 that such examples as the "category
and
of all sets," the "categoryof all groups" are illegitimate.The difficulties
intuitive
of
those
Mengenlehre;
are
involved
ordinary
exactly
antinomieshere
no essentiallynew paradoxes are apparently involved. Any rigorousfoundation capable of supportingthe ordinarytheoryof classes would equally well
supportour theory.Hence we have chosen to adopt the intuitivestandpoint,
leaving the reader freeto insertwhatever type of logical foundation(or absence thereof)he may prefer.These ideas will now be illustrated,withparticular referenceto the categoryof groups.
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It should be observed firstthat the whole concept of a categoryis essentially an auxiliary one; our basic concepts are essentiallythose of a functor
and of a natural transformation(the latter is definedin the next chapter).
The idea of a category is required only by the precept that every function
should have a definiteclass as domain and a definiteclass as range, for the
categories are provided as the domains and ranges of functors.Thus one
could drop the categoryconceptaltogetherand adopt an even more intuitive
standpoint,in whicha functorsuch as "Homr"is not definedover the category
of "all" groups,but foreach particular pair of groups which may be given.
The standpoint would sufficefor the applications, inasmuch as none of our
developments will involve elaborate constructionson the categories themselves.
For a more carefultreatment,we may regarda group G as a pair, consisting of a set Go and a ternaryrelationg h = k on this set, subject to the usual
axioms of group theory.This makes explicitthe usual tacit assumption that
a group is not just the set of its elements (two groups can have the same elements,yet different
operations). If a pair is constructedin the usual manner
as a certain class, this means that each subcategoryof the categoryof "all"
groups is a class of pairs; each pair being a class of groups with a class of
mappings (binaryrelations).Any given systemof foundationswill then legitimize those subcategorieswhichare allowable classes in the systemin question.
Perhaps the simplestprecisedevice would be to speak not of thecategory
of groups, but of a categoryof groups (meaning, any legitimatesuch category).A functorsuch as "Hom" is thena functorwhichcan be definedforany
two suitable categoriesof groups,(Mand .S. Its values lie in a thirdcategory
of groups,which will in general include groups in neither 5 nor ,. This procedure has the advantage of precision,the disadvantage of a multiplicityof
categories and of functors.This multiplicitywould be embarrassingin the
study of compositefunctors(?9 below).
One mightchoose to adopt the (unramified)theoryof types as a foundation for the theoryof classes. One then can speak of the category 05m of all
abelian groups of type m. The functor"Hom" could then have both arguments in 0,m while its values would be in the same category .5m+, ofgroupsof
highertype m+k. This procedureaffectseach functorwith the same sort of
typical ambiguityadhering to the arithmeticalconcepts in the WhiteheadRussell development.Isomorphismbetween groups of differenttypes would
have to be considered,as in the simpleisomorphismHom (a, G)_G (see ?10);
this would somewhatcomplicate the natural isomorphismstreated below.
One can also choose a set of axioms for classes as in the Fraenkel-von
Neumann-Bernayssystem. A category is then any (legitimate)class in the
senseof thisaxiomatics.Anotherdevice would be that of restrictingthe cardinal number,consideringthe categoryof all denumerablegroups,of all groups
of cardinal at most the cardinal of the continuum,and so on. The subsequent
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developmentsmay be suitablyinterpretedu-nderany one of these viewpoints.
CHAPTER II.

NATURAL EQUIVALENCE

OF FUNCTORS

7. Transformationsof functors.Let T and S be two functorson Xf,eb
to (5 whichare concordant;that is, whichhave the same variance in 2fand the
same variance in Q3.To be specific,assume both T and S covariant in 2fand
contravariantin QT.Let r be a functionwhich associates to each pair of objects A G2f,B Et a mappingr(A, B) =-y in G.
DEFINITION. The functionr is a "natural" transformation
of the functor
T, covariant in '1 and contravariantin 3, into the concordantfunctorS provided that, foreach pair of objects A C 1, BCB3,
(7.1)

in (E,

r(A,B):T(A,B)->S(A,B)

and provided,whenevera:Ai-*A2 in 2fand 3:B1->B2 in Q3,that
B2).
-r(A2,Bl)T(a, 3) = S(a, 3)-r(Ai,

(7.2)

When these conditionshold, we write
-r:T -- S.
If in addition each r(A, B) is an equivalence mapping of the category(E, we
call r a natural equivalenceof T to S (notation: rT:iTzS) and say that the
functorsT and S are naturallyequivalent.In this case condition (7.2) can be
rewrittenas
(7. 2a)

r(A2,B1)T(a, i3)[r(A1,B2)]'

=

S(a, p).

Condition (7.1) of this definitionis equivalent to the requirementthat
both productsin (7.2) are always defined.Condition (7.2) is illustratedby the
equivalence of the two paths indicated in the followingdiagram:
T(A1, B2)

(a,

T(A2, B1)

r(A1,B2)

r(A2,B1)
S(Ai1 B2)

SS(A2, Bi)

Given three concordantfunctorsT, S and R on Xf,e3 to (E, with natural
r: T->S and o-:S->R, the product
transformations
p(A, B) = cr(A,B)r(A, B)
is definedas a mappingin (E,and yieldsa natural transformation
p: T->R. If r
and a are naturalequivalences,so is p = ar.
Observe also that if r: T->S is a natural equivalence, then the function
T-' definedby -1(A, B)= [r(A, B)]-1 is a natural equivalence -1: S->T.
Given any functorT on Xf,e3 to (E,the function
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eT(A,B)

is a natural equivalence ro: T;Z?T. These remarksimply that the concept of
natural equivalence of functorsis reflexive,symmetricand transitive.
In demonstratingthat a given mapping T(A, B) is actually a natural
transformation,
it sufficesto prove the rule (7.2) only in these cases in which
all except one of the mappings a, f, * * - is an identity.To state this result
it is convenientto introducea simplifiednotation for the mapping function
when one argumentis an identity,by setting
TQ(a,B) = T(a, eB),

T(A,I3)

=

T(eA, I)

in 9,
covariantin 9I and contravariant
THEOREM 7.1. Let T and S befunctors
withvalues in (S, and let T be a functionwhichassociatesto each pair of objects
conditionthatr
A C9I, B C3 a mapping with(7.1). A necessaryand sufficient
be a naturaltransformation
T: T-*S is thatforeach mappinga: A 1-A2 and each
objectB Ez3 one has
-r(A2,B)T(a, B)

(7.3)

=

S(a, B)'r(A1,B),

and that,foreachA C?2 and eachA: B1->B2 one has
T(A, Bl)T(A,

(7.4)

j)

=

S(A, f)'r(A,B2).

Proof. The necessityof these conditionsis obvious, since they are simply
the special cases of (7.2) in which ,3=eB and a =eA, respectively.The sufficiency can best be illustrated by the followingdiagram, applying to any
mappingsa:A --A2 in ? and f:B1-+B2 in eI:
T(A

B2)

T(a, B2)

T(Al,B2)

S(ar,B2)

B

T(A2, B2)
T(A2, j)

S(A, B2)

1.

T(A2, B))

S(A 2, B2)

r(A2,B1)

1.

S(A2, )

S(A2, Bi)

Condition (7.3) states the equivalence of the results found by following
either path around the upper small rectangle,and condition (7.4) makes a
similarassertionforthe bottom rectangle.Combiningthese successive equivalences, we have the equivalence of the two paths around the edges of the
whole rectangle; this is the requirement(7.2). This argumentcan be easily
set down formally.
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8. Categories of functors.The functorsmay be made the objects of a
category in which the mappings are natural transformations.Specifically,
given three fixedcategoriesXt,Q3and S, formthe category Z forwhich the
objects are the functorsT covariant in 2fand contravariantin Q3,with values
in S, and forwhich the mappings are the natural transformationsr: T-S.
This requiressome caution, because we may have r: T--S and r: T'->S' for
functorsT, T' (whichwould have the same
the same functionr withdifferent
object functionbut differentmapping functions).To circumventthis difficulty we definea mapping in the category T to be a triple [r, T, S] with
r: T-*S. The product of mappings [r, T, S] and [a-,S', R] is definedif and
only if S = S'; in this case it is

[lo,S, R] [r, T, S] = [T, T, R].
We verifythat the axioms C1-C3 of ?1 are satisfied.Furthermorewe define,
foreach functorT,
er =

[TT,

T, TI, with

TT(A,

B)

=

eT(A,B),

and verifythe remainingaxioms C4, CS. Consequently Z is a category. In
this categoryit can be proved easily that [r, T, S] is an equivalence mapping
if and only if r: T;iS; consequentlythe concept of the natural equivalence
offunctorsagreeswiththe concept of equivalence of objects in the category5:
of functors.
This category Z is usefulchieflyin simplifyingthe statementsand proofs
of various facts about functors,as will appear subsequently.
9. Compositionof functors.This process arises by the familiar"function
of a function"procedure,in whichforthe argumentof a functorwe substitute
the value of anotherfunctor.For example, let T be a functoron 21,e3 to (,
R a functoron X, Z to I. Then S = R (T, I), definedby setting

S(a, #,B) = R(T(a, 3),6),

S(A, B, D) = R(T(A, B), D),

b
forobjects A ES2,BEQ3,DCEz and mappingsaC 2, #3CQ3,
, is a functor
on 21,Q3,Z to (E. In the argumentZ, the variance of S is just the variance
of R. The variance of R in 21(or Q3) may be determinedby the rule of signs
(with + forcovariance, - forcontravariance): variance of S in 21= variance
of R in (Xvariance of T in 2W.
To simplify
Compositioncan also be applied to natural transformations.
the notation,assume that R is a functorin one variable, contravarianton E
to Y,and that T is covariant in 21,contravariantin e3 with values in (. The
compositeR 0 T is then contravariantin 21,covariant in Q3.Any pair of natural transformations

p:R-*R',

r

T-*T'

gives rise to a natural transformation
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R' 0 T

definedby setting
p 0 -r(A,B) = p(T(A, B))R(r(A, B)).
Because p is natural,p Or could equally well be definedas
p 0 r(A, B) = R'(r(A, B))p(T'(A, B)).
This alternative means that the passage fromR 0 T'(A, B) to R' 0T(A, B)
can be made eitherthroughR0T(A, B) or throughR'0T'(A, B), without
pOr has all
altering the final result. The resultingcompositetransformation
the usual formalpropertiesappropriateto the mapping functionof the "functor" R O T; specifically,
(P2P1) 0 (-riT2) = (P2 0 T2)(P1 0 Ti),

as may be verifiedby a suitable 3 X3 diagram.
These propertiesshow that the functionsR 0 T and p Or determinea functor C, definedon the categories St and S of functors,with values in a category e of functors,covariant in St and contravariantin ? (because of the
contravarianceof R). Here 9Z is the categoryof all contravariantfunctorsR
on G to (E, while e and ? are the categoriesof all functorsS and T, of appropriatevariances, respectively.In each case, the mappings of the category
as described in the previous section.
of functorsare natural transformations,
function
C(p, r) of this functoris not the
To be more explicit,the mapping
simple compositep?Or,but the triple [p?Or,R?T', R'OT].
Since p ?r is essentiallythe mapping functionof a functor,we know by
Theorem 3.2 that ifp and r are natural equivalences, then p ?r is an equivalence. Consequently,ifthe pairs R and R', T and T' are naturallyequivalent,
so is the pair of compositesR 0 T and R' 0 T'.
It is easy to verifythat the compositionof functorsand of natural transformationsis associative, so that symbolslike R 0 TO S may be writtenwithout parentheses.
If in the definitionof p Or above it occurs that T= T' and that r is the
identitytransformationT->T we shall writep?T instead of p Or. Similarly
we shall writeR?r instead of pOr in the case when R=R' and p is the idenR->R.
tity transformation
The associative and commutativelaws
10. Examples of transformations.
forthe directand cartesianproductsare isomorphismswhich can be regarded
as equivalences betweenfunctors.For example, let X, Y and Z be threetopological spaces, and let the homeomorphism
(10.1)

(XX Y) XZ_XX

(YXZ)

be established by the usual correspondencer=r(X,

Y, Z), definedfor any
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point ((x, y), z) in the iteratedcartesianproduct (XX Y) XZ by
r(X, Y, Z)((x,

y), z) = (x, (y, z)).

Each r(X, Y, Z) is then an equivalence mapping in the categoryX of spaces.
Furthermoreeach side of (10.1) may be consideredas the object functionof a
covariant functorobtained by compositionof the cartesian product functor
with itself.The correspondingmapping functionsare obtained by the parallel
compositionas (QX 7)XR and { X (77XP). To show that r(X, Y, Z) is indeed
a natural equivalence, we considerthree mappings t:X1-+X2, 0: Y1-+Y2 and
:Z1-+Z2, and show that
T(X2, Y2,Z2)[(t X 1) X t]

=

kX (n X t)]r(Xi, Y1,Z1).

This identitymay be verifiedby applying each side to an arbitrarypoint
((xi, yi), z1) in the space (X1 X Y1)X Z1; each transformsit into the point
xi, (qyl,Rz1))in X2X ( Y.2XZ2).
In similarfashionthe homeomorphismXX Y_ YXX may be interpreted
as a natural equivalence, definedas r(X, Y)(x, y) = (y, x). In particular, if
X, Y and Z are discretespaces (that is, are simplysets), these remarksshow
that the associative and commutativelaws forthe (cardinal) product of two
sets are natural equivalences between functors.
For similar reasons, the associative and commutativelaws forthe direct
productof groupsare natural equivalences (or naturalisomorphisms)between
functorsof groups.The same laws forBanach spaces, with a fixedconvention
as to the constructionof the normin the cartesianproductof two such spaces,
are natural equivalences between functors.
If J is the (fixed) additive group of integers,H any topological abelian
group, there is an isomorphism
(10.2)

Hom (J, H)

H

in which both sides may be regardedas covariant functorsof a single argument H. This isomorphism r= r(H) is defined for any homomorphism
kEHom (J, H) by settingr(H)4=4(1)
GH. One observes that r(H) is indeed a (bicontinuous)isomorphism,that is, an equivalence in the categoryof
topological abelian groups. That r(H) actually is a natural equivalence between functorsis shown by proving,forany r7:H1-+H2,that
T(H2) Hom (es, -i) = -tr(Hi).

There is also a second natural equivalence between the functorsindicated in
(10.2), obtained by settingr'(H)4=4(-1).
With the fixedBanach space R of real numbersthereis a similarformula
(10.3)

Lin (R,B)an

rB

forany Banach space B. This givesa naturalequivalenceT =T(B)
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two covariant functorsof one argument in the category 5e of all Banach
spaces. Here T(B) is definedby settingr(B)l =1(1) foreach lineartransformation lELin (R, B); anotherchoice of T would set T(B)l =I(-1).
For topologicalspaces thereis a distributivelaw for the functors"Map"
and the directproductfunctor,whichmay be writtenas a natural equivalence
(10.4)

Map (Z, X) X Map (Z, Y)

_

Map (Z, X X Y)

between two compositefunctors,each contravariantin the firstargumentZ
and covariant in the other two argumentsX and Y. To definethis natural
equivalence
r(X, Y, Z):Map (Z, X) X Map (Z, Y) ? Map (Z, X X Y),
considerany pair of mappingsf Map (Z, X) and gCMap (Z, Y) and set,
foreach zCZ,
[r(f, g) ] (z) = (f(z), g(z)).

It can be shown that this definitiondoes indeed give the homeomorphism
natural, which means that, formappings t:X1->X2,
(10.4). It is furthermore
: Y1->Y2 and ?:Z1->Z2,
r(X2, Y2, Z1) [lMap (L, t) X Map (i,

n)] = Map (,

t

X 71)r(Xl,Y1,Z2).

application of the variThe proofof this statementis a straightforward
ous definitionsinvolved. Both sides are mappings carrying Map (Z2, X1)
X Map (A, Y1) into Map (Z1, X2X Y2). They will be equal if they give identical resultswhen applied to an arbitraryelement (f2,g2) in the firstspace.
These applications give, by the definitionof the mapping functionsof the
functors"Map" and " X," the respectiveelements
T(X2, Y2, Zl)(Qf2L, 71020),

( X 77)-(Xl, Yl, Z2) (f2, 92)r.

Both are in Map (Z1, X2X Y2). Applied to an arbitraryzCZ1, we obtain in

bothcases,bythedefinition
ofT, thesameelement(Qf2r(z),9g2?(Z)) GX2X Y2.
For groupsand Banach spaces thereare analogous natural equivalences

(10.5)

Hom (G, H) X Hom (G, K)_Hom

(10.6)

Lin (B, C) X Lin (B, D)-Lin

(G,H X K),
(B, C X D).

In each case the equivalence is given by a transformation
definedexactly as
before.In the formulaforBanach spaces we assume that the directproductis
normed by the maximumformula.In the case of any other formulaforthe
normin a directproduct,we can assertonly thatT is a one-to-onelineartranspreservingthe
formationof norm one, but not necessarilya transformation
of the funcnorm.In such a case T thengives merelya natural transformation
tor on the leftinto the functoron the right.
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For groups there is another type of distributivelaw, which is an equivalence transformation,
Hom (G, K) X Hom (H, K) _ Hom (G X H, K).
The transformationr(G, H, K) is definedforeach pair (q, 41)GHom (G, K)
XHom (H, K) by setting
[r(G,H, K)(4,

4t')](g,

h) = Og + /1h

forevery element (g, h) in the direct product GXH. The propertiesof r are
proved as before.
It is well known that a functiong(x, y) of two variables x and y may be
regarded as a functionrg of the firstvariable x forwhich the values are in
turn functionsof the second variable y. In otherwords, rgis definedby
= g(x, y).

[[rg](X)](y)

It may be shown that the correspondenceg->rg does establish a homeomorphismbetweenthe spaces
91xxr_ Cz)

whereZ is any topologicalspace and X and Y are locally compact Hausdorff
spaces. This is a "natural" homeomorphism,because the correspondence
r=r(X, Y, Z) definedabove is actually a natural equivalence
r(X, Y, Z):Map (X X Y, Z)

? Map (X, Map (Y, Z))

between the two composite functorswhose object functionsare displayed
here.
To prove that r is natural,we considerany mappingst: X1-X2, v: Y1->Y2,
:Z1-Z2, and show that
(10.7)

r(Xl, Y1,Z2) Map (QX ,7)

=

Map (Q,Map (Oi,O))T(X2,Y2,Z1).

Each side of this equation is a mapping which applies to any element
g2CMap (X2X Y2, Z1) to give an element of Map (X1, Map (Y1, Z2)). The
resulting elements may be applied to an x1CX1 to give an element of
Map (Y1, Z2), which in turn may be applied to any yiC Y1. If each side
of (10.7) is applied in this fashion,and simplifiedby the definitionsof T and of
the mappingfunctionsof the functorsinvolved,one obtains in both cases the
same element 9g2(Qx1,
ny'1)CZ2. Hence (10.7) holds, and T is natural.
the
Incidentally,
analogous formulafor groups uses the tensor product
o
H
two
of
G
groups,and gives an equivalence transformation
Hom (Go H, K) - Hom (G, Hom (H, K)).
The proofappears in our Proceedingsnote quoted in the introduction.
Let D be a fixedBanach space, while B and C are two (variable) Banach
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spaces. To each pair of linear transformationsX and ,u, with I1X11?1and

II|u|< 1, and with

B

C

-

D,

1A,with1A:B--D. Thus
thereis associated a compositelineartransformation
to each XCLin (B, C)
is
a
C)
which
associates
T
=T(B,
there
correspondence
a linear transformationrX with
C Lin (B, D).
[TX](,u) = AX
Each rX is a linear transformationof Lin (C, D) into Lin (B, D) with norm
at most one; consequently r establishes a correspondence
r(B, C):Lin (B, C) - Lin (Lin (C, D), Lin (B, D)).

(10.8)

It can be readily shown that r itself is a linear transformation,and that
= ||X|| so thatT is an isometric
mapping.
1lr(X)||
This mapping r actually gives a transformationbetween the functorsin
(10.8). If the space D is kept fixed("5), the functions Lin (B, C) and
Lin (Lin (C, D), Lin (B, D)) are object functionsof functorscontravariant
in B and covariant in C, with values in the categorye0 of Banach spaces.
Each r r(B, C) is a mappingof this category;thus r is a natural transformation of the firstfunctorin the second provided that, whenever 3:B,-+B2 and
'y: C1-C2,
r(Bi, C2) Lin (,B,-y)= Lin (Lin (-y,e), Lin (,B,e))i-(B2,C1),

(10.9)

where e =eD is the identitymapping of D into itself.Each side of (10.9) is a
mapping of Lin (B2, C1) into Lin (Lin (C2, D), Lin (B1, D)). Apply each side
to any XCLin (B2, C1), and let the resultact on any ,ueLin (C2, D). On the
leftside, the resultof these applications simplifiesas follows(in each step the
definitionused is cited at the right):
IAj
{[r(Bi, C2)] Lin (,B,y)X
=

(DefinitionofLin (p, -y))

{[r(B1, C2)](YXO) }IA

(Definitionof r(Bi, C2)).

juyXf
The rightside similarlybecomes
=

{Lin (Lin (y, e), Lin (,B,e)) [,r(B
2, Cl)\ ]
=

{Lin (B, e) [r(B2, C1)X]Lin (-y,e) },

=

Lin (,, e) { [r(B2, Cl)X](yY)

=

Lin (,B,e)(wyX)

-AyX3

}

(Definitionof Lin (-,

))

(DefinitionofLin ( y,e))
(Definitionof r(B2, C1))
(Definitionof Lin (,B,e)).

it appearstwice,once as a
becausein one ofthesefunctors
(15) We keepthespace D fixed
and onceas a contravariant
covariantargument
one.
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The identityof these two resultsshows that r is indeed a natural transformation of functors.
In the special case when D is the space of real numbers,Lin (C, D) is
simplythe conjugate space Conj (C). Thus we have the natural transformation
(10. 10)

-r(B,C) :Lin (B, C) ---Lin (Conj C, Conj B).

A similar argumentforlocally compact abelian groups G and H yields a
natural transformnation
(10. 11)

r(G,H):Hom (G,H)

-*

Hom (Ch H, ChG).

In the theoryof charactergroups it is shown that each r(G, H) is an isomorphism, so (10.11) is actually.a natural isomorphism.The well known isomorphismbetween a locally compact abelian group G and its twice iterated
charactergroup is also a natural isomorphism
r(G):G t- Ch (Ch G)
between functors('6).The analogous natural transformation
r(B):B

-> Conj (Conj B)

forBanach spaces is an equivalence only when B is restrictedto the category
of reflexiveBanach spaces.
11. Groups as categories. Any group G may be regarded as a category
in which there is only one object. This object may either be the set G
group, the space on which G acts. The mappings
or, if G is a transformation
of the categoryare to be the elements7yof the group G, and the product of
two elementsin the group is to be theirproduct as mappings in the category.
In this categoryevery mapping is an equivalence, and thereis only one identity mapping (the unit element of G). A covariant functorT with one argument in 65G and with values in (the categoryof) the group H is just a homomapping X = T(y) of G into H. A natural transformationr of one
nmorphic
such functor T1 into another one, T2, is defined by a single element r(G)
=-qoCH. Since -1ohas an inverse,every natural transformationis automatically an equivalence. The naturalitycondition (7.2a) for r becomes simply
-I
qoT(-y)-q = T2(Qy).Thus the functors T1 and T2 are naturally equivalent if
are conjugate.
and only if T1 and T2,consideredas homomorphisms,
Similarly,a contravariantfunctorT on a group G, consideredas a category,is simplya "dual" or "counter" homomorphism(T(7Y2yl)= T(7l)T(Y2)).
A ringR with unityalso gives a category,in which the mappings are the
of R, under the operation of multiplication in R. The unity of
elenments
is
the ring the only identityof the category,and the units of the ringare the
equivalences of the category.
5G

(16)

The proofof naturalityappears in the note quoted in footnote3.
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12. Constructionof functorsas transforms.Under suitable conditions a
mapping-function
-r(A,B) acting on a given functorT(A, B) can be used to
constructa new functorS such that r: T--S. The case in which each r is an
equivalence mapping is the simplest,so will be stated first.
THEOREM12.1. Let T be a functorcovariantin 21,contravariant
in 23,with
values in G. Let S and -rbe functionswhichdetermine
for each pair of objects
A C t, B CQ3 an objectS(A, B) in ( and an equivalencemapping
r(A, B): T(A, B)-

S(A, B)

in C.

Then S is theobjectfunctionofa uniquelydetermined
functorS, concordant
with
T and suchthatr is a naturalequivalence-r:T:?S.
Proof. One may readilyshow that the mapping functionappropriateto S
is uniquely determinedfor each a:A1--A2 in 2f and 3:B1-*B2in 23 by the
formula
S(a, 3) = r(A2,Bi) T(a, 3) [r(A1,B2)ft'.
The companiontheoremforthe case of a transformation
which is not necessarily an equivalence is somewhat more complicated. We firstdefinemappings cancellable fromthe right.A mapping aC2J will be called cancellable
fromthe rightif Oa =oya always implies 3 =,y. To illustrate,if each "formal"
mapping is an actual many-to-onemappingof one set into another,and ifthe
compositionof formalmappings is the usual compositionof correspondences,
it can be shown that every mapping a of one set ontoanother is cancellable
fromthe right.
in Q3,
THEOREM12.2. Let T be a functorcovariantin 21and contravariant
withvalues in C. Let S(A, B) and S(a, 3) be twofunctionson theobjects(and
mappings) of 2tand Q, for whichit is assumed only,whena: A 1-*A2in 2fand
P3.B1-B2 in 23,that
S(a, (3):S(Al, B2) --S(A2, B1) in C.
If a function-r on theobjectsof 21,e3 to themappings of C satisfiestheusual
r: T-*S; namelythat
conditionsfor a natural transformation
(12.1)

r(A, B):T(A, B)

>S(A, B)

(12.2)

r(A2,B1)T(a, (3) = S(a,

in C,

f)T(A1, B2),

and if in additioneach -r(A,B) is cancellablefromtheright,thenthefunctions
withT, and r is a transformaS(a, f) and S(A, B) forma functorS, concordant
tion -r:T-*S.
Proof. We need to show that
(12.3)

S(eA, eB) = es(A,B),
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= S(a2,

S(a2al, 03201)

Since T is a functor,T(eA,
A1=A2, B1=B2 becomes

f3)S(al,

[September

12)-

is an identity,so that condition (12.2) with

eB)

T(A, B) = S(eA, eB)T(A, B).

Because r(A,-B) is cancellable fromthe right,it followsthat S(eA, eB) must
be the identitymapping of S(A, B), as desired.
To consider the second condition,let ai:Al->A2, a2:A2--A3, j3: B1->B2

and 32:B2->B3, so that a2a1 and

32f1

propertiesof the functorT,
S(a2a1,

are defined. By condition (12.2) and the

0201)T(A1, B3) = T(A3, Bi)T(a2ai,
= T(A3, Bi)T(a2,

3231)
31)

T(al,

%2)

S(a2, 131)T(A2,
B2)T(ai, 32)

=

= S(a2, 01)S(al,

32)T(Al, B3).

Again because r(Al, B3) may be cancelled on the right,(12.4) follows.
13. Combination of the arguments of functors.For n given categories
W1,

* *

*2f,

the cartesian product category

(13. 1)

IWi = 2fl X W2X ...

S

i

X 2fn

is defined as a category in which the objects are the n-tuples of objects
[A1,
I * * An], with AiE'Ci, the mappings are the n-tuples [la, . . ., (Xn]of
mappingsaiCz2fi.The product
al,

...

*

I

an]

[I131,

.

.

I.

n]

=

[a13i, * ** , ann]

is defined if and only if each individual product ai4i is defined in Wi,for

, n. The identity corresponding to the object [A1,
i=1,
* *, An] in the
l
product category is to be the mapping [e(A 1), * * * , e(A n)]. The axioms which

assert that the product 21 is a category follow at once. The natural correspondence
P(A1, *

(13.2)

.

,

An) = [A1,

a, In]

nto the product category.
Conversely,the correspondencesgiven by "projection" into the ith coordinate,

is a covariant functor on the n categories t , * **,

(13.4)

Qi([A1,

* * * , An]) = Ail

Qi([al,

. .,

ajn]) = ai,

is a covariant functorin one argument,on 2I to fi.
It is now possible to representa functorcovariant in any numberof argu-
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ments as a functorin one argument. Let T be a functoron the categories
W1i,
(e, with the same variance in 21ias in 21i;definea new functor
I,,
T* by setting
B) = T(A1,
I An,B),
T*([All * I A,],A4
.. , a,tn ).
T*([CYl...* * 1na,i) = T(CY1,
*

*

*,

,

This is a functor,since it is a compositeof T and the projectionsQi of (13.4);
its variance in the firstargumentis that of T in any A i. Conversely,each functor S with argumentsin W1X . . . X9ln and e3 can be representedas S= T*,
for a T with n+1 argumentsin W1i,* * , n1,58, definedby

l*.. * AnyB) = S([All ..* An]?B) = S(P(All .. I An),B),
T(A1
3 = S(P(t , ..., aIn1),i3).
, 3nt
T(ai, * O
A) = S([C1i, .. , CYn
] A)
,

Again T is a composite functor.These reductionargumentscombine to give
the followingtheorem.
THEOREM13.1. For givencategoriess91,* * *,
581y. . .* 5 (S, thereis a
one-to-one
correspondence
betweenthefunctorsT covariantin Wi, * * *,I1W, contravariantin 01, * *
withvaluesin C, and thefunctorsS in twoarguments,
covariantin W,X . . . X 2n and contravariantin 3X * * * X53m,withvalues
in thesame categoryG. Underthis correspondence,
equivalentfunctorsT correspond to equivalentfunctorsS, and a naturaltransformation
wr:
T1--T2 givesrise
to a naturaltransformation
(: S1-*S2 between
thefunctorsS, and S2 corresponding to T1 and T2 respectively.
By this theorem,all functorscan be reduced to functorsin two arguments.
To carry this reductionfurther,we introducethe concept of a "dual" category.
Given a category2X,the dual categoryW*is definedas follows.The objects
of W*are thoseof W; the mappingsa* of W*are in a one-to-onecorrespondence
aya* with the mappingsof W2.
If a:A1-)A2 in W,thena*:A2- >*A1
in W*.The
compositionlaw is definedby the equation
0Y2*CO1*=

(011012)*,

if aia2 is definedin W. We verifythat W*is a category and that there are
equivalences
The mapping
D(A) = A,

D(ct) =

is a contravariantfunctoron 2Xto W*,while D-1 is contravarianton W*to W!.
Any contravariantfunctorT on 2fto C can be regarded as a covariant
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functorT* on W*to C, and vice versa. Explicitly,T* is definedas a composite
T*(A) = T(D-1(A)),

T*(a*)

=

T(D-l(a*)).

Hence we obtain the followingreductiontheorem.
on

THEOREM
...

13.2. EveryfunctorT covarianton W
, 2ln and contravariant
withvalues in C may be regardedas a covariantfunctorT' on

, 23m

(

wi) x(IIi*

withvalues in C, and vice versa. Each natural transformation
(or equivalence)
-r:T1 ->T2yieldsa corresponding
transformation
(or equivalence)-r': T' ->T2'.
CHAPTER III.

FUNCTORS AND GROUPS

14. Subfunctors.This chapter will develop the fashionin which various
particular propertiesof groups are reflectedby propertiesof functorswith
values in a categoryof groups. The simplestsuch case is the fact that subgroups can give rise to "subfunctors."The concept of subfunctorthus developed applies with equal forceto functorswhose values are in the category
of rings,spaces, and so on.
In the category 5 of all topological groups we say that a mapping
G' ->G2' is a submappingof a mapping y:G1-*G2(notation: y' Cy) whenever Gl%CG,,G2'CG2 and y'(gi) =-y(gi) foreach gizG'. Here Gf CG1 means
of course that Gf is a subgroup(not just a subset) of G1.
Given two concordantfunctorsT' and T on W and e3 to 5, we say that
T' is a subfunctorof T (notation: T'CT) provided T'(A, B) C T(4, B) for
each pair of objects A ES, B CG and T'(a, a) C T(a, A) foreach pair of mappings a C, #GE3. Clearly T'CT and TCT' imply T= T'; furthermore
this
inclusion satisfiesthe transitivelaw. If T' and T" are both subfunctorsof
the same functorT, then in order to prove that T'C T" it is sufficientto
verifythat T'(A, B)CT"(A, B) forall A and B.
A subfunctorcan be completelydeterminedby givingits object function
alone. The requisite propertiesfor this object functionmay be specifiedas
follows:
THEOREM 14.1. Let thefunctorT covariantin Wand contravariant
in e3 have
values in thecategory(S ofgroups,while T' is a functionwhichassigns to each
pair of objectsA CI and BCG?3a subgroupT'(A, B) of T(A, B). Then T' is
the objectfunctionof a subfunctor
of T if and onlyif for each a:A1-*A2 in 9f
and each f3:B1-3B2in QBthemapping T(a, ,B) carriesthesubgroupT'(A1, B2)
intopart of T'(A2, B1). If T' satisfiesthiscondition,thecorresponding
mapping
functionis uniquelydetermined.

Proof. The necessityof this conditionis immediate.Conversely,to prove
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the sufficiency,we define for each a and A a homomorphismT'(a, A) of
T'(A1, B2) into T'(A2, B1) by setting T'(a, 3)g=T(a,
3)g, for each
gGT'(Ai, B2). The fact that T' satisfies the requisite conditions for the
mapping functionof a functoris then immediate, since T' is obtained by
"cuttingdown" T.
The concept of a subtransformation
may also be defined.If T, S, T', S'
are concordantfunctorson XI,Q3to 65,and if r: T-)S and r': T'--S' are natural transformations,
we say that r' is a subtransformation
of r (notation:
r'Cr) if T'CT, S'CS and if,foreach pair of argumentsA, B, r'(A, B) is a
submapping of r(A, B). Any such subtransformationof r may be obtained
by suitably restrictingboth the domain and the range of r. Explicitly, let
,r:T-)S, let T'CT and S'CS be such that foreach A, B, r(A, B) maps the
subgroup T'(A, B) of T(A, B) into the subgroupS'(A, B) of S(A, B). If then
T'(A, B) is definedas the homomorphismr(A, B) with its domain restricted
to the subgroup T'(A, B) and its range restrictedto the subgroup S'(A, B),
it followsreadilythat r' is indeed a natural transformation
r': T'-*S'.
Let r be a natural transformationr: T-*S of concordantfunctorsT and S
on t and e3 to the category(Mof groups. If T' is a subfunctorof T, then the
map of each T'(A, B) under r(A, B) is a subgroupof S(A, B), so that we may
definean object function
A G .St B E t3.
S'(A, B)- (A, B) [ T'(A , B) ],
The naturalityconditionon r shows that the functionS' satisfiesthe condition of Theorem 14.1; hence S'=TT' gives a subfunctorof S, called the rr': T'-.S', obtransform
of T'. Furthermorethereis a natural transformation
tained by restrictingr. In particular,if r is a natural equivalence, so is r'.
Conversely,fora given r: T-+S let S" be a subfunctorof S. The inverse
image of each subgroupS"(A, B) under the homomorphismr(A, B) is then
a subgroup of T(A, B), hence gives an object function
T"(A, B) = r(A, B)-1[S" (A, B)],

A C X, B C 3.

As before,this is the object functionof a subfunctorT"CT which may be
called the inverse transformr-1S" = T" of S". Again, r may be restricted
r": T"-+S". In case each r(A, B) is a homoto give a natural transformation
morphismof T(A, B) ontoS(A, B), we may assert that (1-'S"/) =S/.
Lattice operationson subgroupscan be applied to functors.If T' and T"
are two subfunctorsof a functorT with values in G, we definetheir meet
T'nT" and theirjoin T'UT" by givingthe object functions,
[T' n T"](A, B) = T'(A, B) n T"(A, B),
[T' U T"](A, B) = T'(A, B) U T"(A, B).
We verifythat the conditionof Theorem 14.1 is satisfiedhere,so that these
object functionsdo uniquely determinecorrespondingsubfunctorsof T. Any
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lattice identityforgroups may then be writtendirectlyas an identityforthe
subfunctorsof a fixedfunctorT with values in O.
15. Quotient functors.The operation of forminga quotient group leads
to an analogous operation of taking the "quotient functor"of a functorT
by a "normal" subfunctorT'. If T is a functorcovariant in 21and contravariant in Q3,with values in 5, a normalsubfunctor
T' will mean a subfunctor
T'CT such that each T'(A, B) is a normal subgroup of T(A, B), while a
closedsubfunctorT' will be one in which each T'(A, B) is a closed subgroup
of the topologicalgroup T(A, B). If T' is a normalsubfunctorof T, the quotient functorQ = T/T' has an object functiongiven as the factorgroup,
Q(A, B) = T(A, B)/T'(A, B).
For homomorphismsa:A -+A2 and f:B1-+B2 the correspondingmapping
functionQ (a, 3) is definedforeach coset(17)x+T'(A1, B2) as

Q(a, B)[x + T'(A1, B2)]

=

[T(o, ,B)x] + T'(A2, B1).

We verifyat once that Q thus gives a uniquely definedhomomorphism,

Q(a, j):Q(A1, B2) -?Q(A2, B1).
Beforewe prove that Q is actually a functor,we introduceforeach A C2t
and B CQ3 the homomorphism
v(A, B):T(A, B) ->Q(A, B)
definedforeach xGT(A, B) by the formula
v(A, B)(x) = x + T'(A, B).
When a: A i-A2 and 3:B1-?B2we now show that
Q(a, O)v(Ai,B2) = v(A2,Bi) T(a, A).
For, given any xET(A1, B2), the definitionsof v and Q give at once

Q(a, #)[v(A1,B2)(x)]

=

Q(a, ,B)[x + T'(A1, B2)]

= [T(a, j) (x) ] + T'(A2, B1)
= v(A2,B1) [T(o, j) (x) ].
Notice also that v(A, B) maps T(A, B) ontothe factorgroup Q(A, B), hence
is cancellable fromthe right.Therefore,Theorem 12.2 shows that Q = T/T'
is a functor,and that v is a natural transformation
v: T-?T/T'. We may call v
thenatural transformation
of T onto T/T'.
In particular,if the functorT has its values in the category of regular
topological groups,while T' is a closednormal subfunctorof T, the quotient
or not) with
in notationwe writethegroupoperations(commutative
(17) For convenience
a plussign.
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functorT/T' has its values in the same categoryof groups,since a quotient
group of a regulartopologicalgroup by a closedsubgroupis again regular.
To consider the behavior of quotient functorsunder natural transformations we firstrecall some propertiesof homomorphisms.Let a:G- +H be a
homomorphismof the group G into H, whilea': G'-+H' is a submappingof a,
with G' and H' normal subgroupsof G and H, respectively,and v and , are
the natural homomorphismsv:G->G/G', ,u:H-H/H'. Then we may definea
homomorphismO3:G/G'-+H/H' by settingf(x+G') =ax+H' foreach xCG.
This homomorphismis the only mapping of G/G' into H/H' with the property that /3v
=ya, as indicated in the figure
G
v

t

H

----

l1
G/G'

H/Hl'

---

We may write j3= a/a'. The correspondingstatementfor functorsis as follows.
between
functorswith
THEOREM15.1. Let r: T-+S be a natural transformation
of r such thatT' and S'
values in 5; and let r': T'-*S' be a subtransformation
Then the definitionp(A, B)
of T and S, respectively.
are normal subfunctors
p= T/T',
=-r(A, B)/r'(A, B) givesa naturaltransformation
p: T/T'

-*

S/S'.

v: T-*T/T' and Pt
Furthermore,
pv= ,r, wherev is the natural transformation
is thenaturaltransformation
S--S/S'.
IA:
Proof.This requiresonly the verificationof the naturalityconditionforp,
which followsat once fromthe relevantdefinitions.
appears as a special case of this theorem.
The 'kernel" of a transformation
subfunctorof S;
Let r: T-*S be given,and take S' to be the identity-element
that is, let each S'(A, B) be the subgroupconsistingonlyof the identity(zero)
element of S(A, B). Then the inversetransformT'==r-S' is by ?14 a (normal) subfunctorof T, and r may be restrictedto give the natural transformation r': T'--S'. We may call T' the kernelfunctorof the transformationr.
Theorem 15.1 applied in this case shows that there is then a natural transformationp: T/T'->S such that p =TrV. Furthermoreeach p(A, B) is a oneto-one mapping of the quotient group T(A, B)/T'(A, B) into S(A, B). If in
addition we assume that each T(A, B) is an open mapping of T(A, B) onto
S(A, B), we may conclude, exactly as in group theory,that p is a natural
equivalence.
16. Examples of subfunctors.Many characteristicsubgroupsof a group
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may be writtenas subfunctorsof the identityfunctor.The (covariant) identity functorI on 05 to 5 is definedby setting
I(G) = G,

1(Y)

.-

Any subfunctorof I is, by Theorem 14.1, determinedby an object function
T(G) CG
such that whenever y maps G1 homomorphicallyinto G2, then y[T(G1)]
CT(G2). Furthermore,if each T(G) is a normal subgroupof G, we can form
a quotientfunctorI/T.
For example, the commutatorsubgroup C(G) of the group G determines
in this fashiona normalsubfunctorof I. The correspondingquotient functor
(I/C) (G) is the functordeterminingforeach G the factorcommutatorgroup
of G (the group G made abelian).
The centerZ(G) does not determinein this fashiona subfunctorof I, because a homomorphismof G1 into G2 may carry central elementsof G1 into
non-centralelementsof G2.However, we may choose to restrictthe category
5 by usingas mappingsonly homomorphismsof one group ontoanother.For
thiscategory,Z is a subfunctorof I, and we may forma quotientfunctorI/Z.
Thus various types of subgroups of G may be classifiedin terms of the
degreeof invarianceof the "subfunctors"of the identitywhichtheygenerate.
This classificationis similarto, but not identicalwith,the knowndistinction
between normal subgroups,characteristicsubgroups,and strictlycharacteristicsubgroupsof a singlegroup(18).The presentdistinctionby functorsrefers
not to the subgroupsof an individualgroup,but to a definitionyieldinga subgroup foreach of the groups in a suitable category.It includes the standard
distinction,in the sense that one may considerfunctorson the categorywith
only one object (a single group G) and with mappings which are the inner
automorphismsof G (the subfunctorsof I=normal subgroups), the automorphismsof G (subfunctors=characteristicsubgroups), or the endomorphisms of G (subfunctors=strictlycharacteristicsubgroups).
Still anotherexample of the degreeof invarianceis given by the automorphismgroupA (G) of a groupG. This is a functorA definedon the category 5
of groups with the mappingsrestrictedto the isomorphismsY G1-G2 of one
group onto another.The mapping functionA (y) forany automorphismoi of
G1is then definedby setting
[A(Y)0-1g2

=

YOY-1g2,

g2

C G2.

The types of invariance for functorson 5 may thus be indicated by a
table, showinghow the mappingsof the categorymust be restrictedin order
to make the indicated set functiona functor:
if a(S) CS foreveryatuomorphism- of G, and
S of G is characteristic
(18) A subgroup
ofG.
ifa (S) CS forevery-endomorphism
strictly(or 'strongly")characteristic
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Mappings y:G G2
Homomorphismsinto,
Homomorphismsonto,
Isomorphismsonto.

Functor
C(G)
Z(G)
A (G)

For the subcategoryof 65consistingof all (additive) abelian groups there
are similar subfunctors:1?. Go, the set of all elements of finiteorder in G;
20. Gm,the set of all elementsin G of orderdividingthe integerm; 30. mG,the
set of all elementsof the formmg in G. The correspondingquotient functors
will have object functionsG/Go (the "Betti group" of G), G/Gm,and G/mG
(the group G reduced modulo m).
17. The isomorphismtheorems.The isomorphismtheoremsof group theory can be formulatedforfunctors;fromthis it will followthat these isomorphismsbetween groups are "natural."
The "firstisomorphismtheorem" asserts that if G has two normal subgroups G1and G2with G2CG1,then G1/G2is a normalsubgroupof G/G2,and
to G/G1.The elements of the
there is an isomorphismr of (G/G2)/(G1/G2)
firstgroup (in additive notation) are cosets of cosets, of the form (x+G2)
+G1/G2,and the isomorphismT is definedas
(17.1)

T[(x+G2)

+G1/G2] =x +G1.

This may be stated in termsof functorsas follows.
ofa functorT with
THEOREM17.1. Let T1 and T2 be twonormalsubfunctors
of
valuesin thecategoryofgroups.If T2CTi, thenT1/T2is a normalsubfunctor
T/T2 and thefunctors
(17.2)

T/T1 and (T/T2)/(T1/T2)

are naturallyequivalent.
Proof. We assume that the given functorT depends on the usual typical
argumentsA and B. Since (T1/T2)(A, B) is clearly a normal subgroup of
(T/T2)(A, B), a proof that T1/T2 is a normal subfunctorof T/T2 requires
only a proofthat each (Ti/T2)(a, f), is a submapping of the corresponding
(T/T2) (a, ,3) for any a:A 1-A2 and f:B1-*B2. To show this, apply (T1/T2)
*(a,f) to a typical coset x + T2(Al, B2). Applyingthe definitions,one has
(TI/T2) (Ca, I3)[x + T2(A1,B2)]

=

Ti(a, 3)(x) + T2(A2,B1)
A)(x) + T2(A2,B1)

=T(a,
=

(T/T2) (a, ,3)[x + T2(A1,B2)],

forTi(a, ,B)was assumed to be a submappingof T(a, p).
The asserted equivalence (17.2) is established by setting,as in (17.1),
T(A, B)g [x + T2(A, B)] + (T1/T2)(A, B)} = x + T1(A, B).
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The naturality proof then requires that, for any mappings a:A1->A2 and
3:B1->B2,
T(A2, Bi)S(a, f3)= (T/Ti)(a, fl)T(Al, B2),
where S= (T/T2)/(T1/T2). This equality may be verifiedmechanically by
applyingeach side to a general element [x+T2(Al, B2)]+(Ti/T2)(A1, B2) in
the group S(A1, B2).
The theoremmay also be stated and proved in the followingequivalent
form.
of a functorT
THEOREM 17.2. Let T' and T" be two normal subfunctors
of
withvaluesin thecategoryG of groups. Then T'nT" is a normalsubfunctor
of T/T'CT", and thefunctors
T' and of T, T'/T'nT" is a normalsubfunctor
(17.3)

T/T'

and (T/T'

r, T")/(T'/T'

n T")

are naturallyequivalent.
Proof. Set T1= T', T2= T'nT".
The second isomorphismtheoremforgroups is fundamentalin the proof
of the Jordan-H6lderTheorem. It states that if G has normal subgroups G1
and G2,then G1nG2 is a normal subgroup of G1,G2 is a normal subgroup of
G1UG2,and there is an isomorphismu of Gl/G1nG2to G1UG2/G2.(Because
G1and G2are normalsubgroups,the join GiUG2 consistsof all "sums" g1+g2,
forgiEGi, so is oftenwrittenas G1UG2=G1+G2.) For any xCG1, this isomorphismis definedas
(17.4)

A[x + (G1n G2)] = x + G2.

The correspondingtheoremforfunctorsreads:
of a functorT withvalues
THEOREM17.3. If T1, T2 are normalsubfunctors
in G, thenT1n T2 is a normalsubfunctor
of T1, and T2 is a normalsubfunctor
of T1J T2, and thequotientfunctors
(17.5)

T1/(T1 l T2) and (T1 J T2)/T2

are naturallyequivalent.
Proof. It is clear that both quotients in (17.5) are functors.The requisite
equivalence IA(A,B) is given, as in (17.4), by the definition
,u(A,B) [x + (T1(A, B) n T2(A, B))] = x + T2(A, B),
forany xC T1(A, B). The naturalitymay be verifiedas before.
From these theoremswe may deduce that the firstand second isomorphism theoremsyield natural isomorphismsbetween groups in another and
more specificway. To this end we introducean appropriatecategory W.*An
object of (M*is to be a tripleG* = [G, G', G"] consistingof a group G and two
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of its normal subgroups. A mapping y: [G1,G1, G' ]-*[G2, G2',G2"] of (M*is
to be a homomorphismy:G1-*G2with the special propertiesthat y(Gl) CG2'
and ,y(Gf') CG2". It is clear that these definitionsdo yield a category 5*. On
this category 6* we may definethree (covariant) functorswith values in the
category 6 of groups. The firstis a 'projection" functor,
P([G, G', G" 3) = G,

P(y) = a;

the others are two normal subfunctorsof P, which may be specifiedby their
object functionsas
P'( [G,G', G"1]) =G',

P"( [G,G', GIl)

=

G".

Consider now the firstisomorphismtheorem,in the second form,
(17.6)

G/G'

(G/(G'n G"))/(G'/(G'G G")).

If we set G*= [G, G', G"], the left side here is a value of the object
functionof the functor,P/P', and the right side is similarly a value of
Theorem 17.2 asserts that these two functorsare
(P/P'CnP")/(P'/P'0P").
indeed naturallyequivalent. Therefore,the isomorphism(17.6) is itselfnatural, in that it can be regardedas a natural isomorphismbetween the object
functionsof suitable functorson the category W*.
TFhesecond isomorphismtheorem
(G' U G1")IG" =-Gll(G' n G"I)
is natural in a similarsense, forboth sides can be regardedas object functions
of suitable (covariant) functorson W.*
It is clear that this techniqueof constructinga suitable category6* could
be used to establish the naturalityof even more complicated "isomorphism"
theorems.
18. Direct productsof functors.We recall that there are essentially two
ways of definingthe directproductof two groupsG and H. The "exdifferent
ternal" directproduct GXH is the group of all pairs (g, h) with geG, hGH,
with the usual multiplication.This product G XH contains a subgroup G',
of all pairs (g, 0), which is isomorphicto G, and a subgroup H' isomorphic
to H. Alternatively,a group L with subgroupsG and H is said to be the "internal" directproductL-G X H of its subgroupsG and H ifgh= hg forevery
gGEG,hICH and ifeveryelementin L can be writtenuniquelyas a productgh
with g EG, hICH. The intimateconnectionbetween the two types of direct
products is provided by the isomorphismGXH~GX H and by the equality
where G'-G, H'_H.
GXH=G'XH',
As in ?4, the externaldirectproductcan be regardedas a covariantfunctor
on 6 and 65 to 6, with object functionGXH, and mapping function yXn7,
definedas in ?4.
Direct productsof functorsmay also be defined,with the same distinction
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between "external" and "internal" products. We consider throughoutfunctors covariant in a category ?, contravariantin ~3, with values in the category (o of discretegroups. If T1 and T2 are two such functors,the external
directproductis a functorT, X T2 forwhichthe object and mappingfunctions
are respectively
(18.1)
(18.2)

(Ti X T2)(A, B)

=

T1(A, B) X T2(A, B),

(Ti X T2)(a, A) = Ti(a,

() X

T2(a,

,B).

If T77(A, B) denotes the set of all pairs (g, 0) in the direct product T1(A, B)
XT2(A, B), TI is a subfunctorof T, X T2, and the correspondenceg->(g, 0)
provides a natural isomorphismof T, to TI. Similarly T2 is naturally isomorphicto a subfunctorTY of T1X T2.
On the other hand, let S be a functoron 9t,e3 to o with subfunctorsSi
and S2. We call S the internaldirect product S1X S2 if, for each A e2f and
BCQB, S(A, B) is the internaldirect product S1(A, B)XS2(A, B). From this
definitionit followsthat, whenevera:A1-*A2 and ,3:B1->B2 are given mappings and giGSj(Ai, B2) are given elements (i =1, 2), then, since Si(ax, X)
S(a,

13)glg2 =

[Sl(a,

f)g1] [S2(a,

O3)g2].

This means that the correspondencer definedby setting [r(Al, B2)] (g9g2)= g2
is a natural transformationr S-*S2. Furthermorethis transformationis
idempotent,forr(Al, B2OT(A1,B2) =r (Al, B2).
The connectionbetweenthe two definitionsis immediate; thereis a natural isomorphismof the internaldirectproduct S1X S2 to the externalproduct
S1XS2; furthermoreany external product T XT2 is the internal product
Tl X T2' of its subfunctorsT1 _Ti, T2 -T2.
There are in group theoryvarious theoremsgivingdirectproduct decompositions.These decompositionscan now be classifiedas to "naturality."Consider forexample the theoremthat everyfiniteabelian group G can be represented as the (internal) direct product of its Sylow subgroups. This decomposition is "natural"; specifically,we may regard the Sylow subgroup Sp(G)
(the subgroupconsistingof all elementsin G of ordersome power of the prime
p) as the object functionof a subfunctorS, of the identity.The theoremin
question thenasserts in effectthat the identityfunctorI is the internaldirect
product of (a finitenumber of) the functorsS,. This representationof the
direct factorsby functorsis the underlyingreason for the possibilityof extending the decompositiontheoremin question to infinitegroups in which
everyelementhas finiteorder.
On the other hand consider the theoremwhich asserts that every finite
abelian group is the direct product of cyclic subgroups. It is clear here that
the subgroupscannot be given as the values of functors,and we observe that
in this case the theoremdoes not extend to infiniteabelian groups.
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As anotherexample of non-naturality,considerthe theoremwhichasserts
that any abelian group G with a finitenumber of generatorscan be represented as a directproductof a freeabelian group by the subgroup T(G) of all
of all discrete
elements of finiteorder in G. Let us considerthe category65,af
abelian groups with a finitenumberof generators.In this categorythe "torsion" subgroup T(G) does determinethe object functionof a subfunctorTCI.
However, there is no such functorgiving the complementarydirect factor
of G.
THEOREM 18.1. In the category~$5afthereis no subfunctor
FCI
I = FX T, thatis, such that,for all G,

(18.3)

such that

G = F(G) X T(G).

Proof. It sufficesto considerjust one group,such as the group G which is
the (external) direct product of the additive group of integersand the additive group of integersmod m, form O0.Then no matterwhich freesubgroup
F(G) may be chosen so that (18.3) holds for this G, there clearly is an isomorphismof G to G which does not carry F into itself.Hence F cannot be a
functor.
This resultcould also be formulatedin the statementthat, forany G with
GH T(G) # (0), thereis no decomposition(18.3) with F(G) a (strongly)characteristic subgroup of G. In order to have a situation which cannot be reformulatedin thisway, considerthe closely related (and weaker) group theoretic theoremwhich asserts that for each G in 5af there is an isomorphism
of G/T(G) into G. This isomorphismcannot be natural.
THEOREM 18.2. For the category(3af thereis no natural transformation,
: I/T->I, whichgivesfor each G an isomorphismr(G) of G/T(G) into a subgroupof G.

This proofwill requireconsiderationof an infiniteclass of groups,such as
the groupsGm= J X J(m)where J is the additive group of integersand J(m)the
additive group of integers,modulo m. Suppose that r(G): G/T(G)-*G existed.
of G into G/T(G) the prodIf A(G): G->G/T(G) is the natural transformation
uct a(G) =r(G)A(G) would be a natural transformationof G into G with
kernel T(G). For each of the groups Gmwith elements (a, b(m))for aEJ,
this transformationo-m=o(Gm)must be a homomorphismwith
b(mf)CJ(m,),
kernelJ(m),hence must have the form
a.m(a,b(m))= (rma,(sma)(n)),
where rmand Sm are integers.Now consider the homomorphismy:Gm-Gm
defined by setting'y(a, b(m))= (0, b(m)).Since am is natural, we must have
am'y='yam. Applying this equality to an arbitraryelement we conclude that
Sm=O (mod m). Next consider 6: Gm-Gmdefinedby (a, b(m))= (0, a(m)).The
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condition0m8 = b8om
here gives rm 0 (mod m), so that we can writerm=mtrn.
Thereforeforeach m
um(ta, b(m))= (mtma,0).
Now considertwo groups Gm,Gnwith a homomorphismA: Gm4Gndefinedby
setting j3(a, b(m))= (a, 0(n)). The naturality condition o/3=3am now gives
mtm
= ntn.If we hold m fixedand allow n to increase indefinitely,
this contradicts the fact that mtmis a finiteinteger.The proofis complete.
It may be observed that the use of an infinitenumberof distinctgroups
is essentialto the proofof this theorem.For any subcategoryof 65afcontaining
only a finitenumberof groups,Theorem 18.2 would be false, forit would be
possible to definea natural transformationr(G) by setting [r(G)]g=kg for
everyg, wherethe integerk is chosen as any multipleof the order of all the
subgroups T(G) forG in the given category.
The examples of "non-natural" direct products adduced here are all examples which mathematicianswould usually recognizeas not in fact natural.
What we have done is merelyto show that our definitionof naturalitydoes
indeed properlyapply to cases of intuitivelyclear non-naturality.
19. Characters(19).The charactergroup of a group may be regarded as a
contravariantfunctoron the category(15jca of locally compact regularabelian
groups, with values in the same category. Specifically,this functor"Char"
may be definedby "slicing" (see ?5) the functorHom of ?4 as follows.Let P
be the (fixed) topological group of real numbersmodulo 1, define"Char" by
setting
(19.1)

CharG = Hom (G, P),

Char y = Hom (Qy,
ep).

Given gEG and XEChar G it will be convenientto denote the element
x(g) of P by (x, g). Using this terminologyand the definitionof Hom we obtain fory: G1-G2, XCChar G2 and g1CG1,

(19.2)

(Char(T)x,g) = (x, yg).

As mentionedbefore(?10) the familiarisomorphismChar (Char G)-G is
a natural equivalence.
The functor"Char" can be compounded with other functors.Let T be
any functorcovariant in Xf,contravariantin !, with values in (5lca. The composite functorChar T is then definedon the same categories2fand e3 but is
contravariant in 1 and covariant in Q3. Let S be any closed subfunctor
of T. Then for each pair of objects A E-I, B CQ, the closed subgroup
S(A, B)CT(A, B) determinesa correspondingsubgroup Annih S(A, B) in
Char T(A, B); this annihilatoris definedas the set of all those characters
xCChar T(A, B) with (X, g) =0 foreach gCS(A, B). This leads to a closed
(19) General references:A. Weil, L'integrationdans les groupestopologiqueset ses applications,Paris, 1938, chap. 1; S. Lefschetz,Algebraictopology,Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publication, vol. 27, New York, 1942, chap. 2.
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subfunctorAnnih (S; T) of the functorChar T, determinedby the object
function
[Annih(S; T)](A, B)

=

AnnihS(A, B) in Char T(A, B).

It is well knownthat
Char [T(A, B)/S(A, B)]

=

AnnihS(A, B),

Char S(A, B) = Char T(A, B)/AnnihS(A, B).
These isomorphismsin fact yield natural equivalences
(19.3)
(19.4)

a:Annih (S; T) z Char (TIS),
T

Char T/Annih(S; T) T? Char S.

For example, to prove (19.4) one observes that each XCChar T(A, B)
may be restrictedto give a character ro(A,B)X of S(A, B) by setting
(19.5)

(ro(A, B)x, h) = (X, h),

i
h

S(A, B).

This gives a homomorphism
'ro(A,B): Char T(A, B)

-*

Char S(A, B)

with kernel Annih S(A, B). This homomorphismro will yield the required
isomorphismr of (19.4); by Theorem 15.1 a proofthat rois natural will imply
that r is natural.
To show ro natural, consider any mappings a:A1-*A2 and f:B1-*B2 in
the argumentcategoriesof T. Then y = T(a, f) maps T(A1, B2) into T(A2, B1),
while a = S(a, f) is a submappingof "y.The naturalityrequirementsforr0 is
(19.6)

(Char 6)ro(A2,B1) = ro(AI, B2) Char 'y.

Each side is a homomorphismof Char T(A2, B1) into Char S(Al, B2). If the
left-handside be applied to an elementXC Char T(A2, B,), and the resulting
characterof S(A1, B2) is then applied to an elementh in the lattergroup,we
obtain
(Char S(To(A2,B1)X), h) = (ro(A2,Bi)X, Ai) = (x, Ah)
by using the definition(19.2) of Char a and the definition(19.5) of to. If the
right-handside of (19.6) be similarlyapplied to X and then to h, the resultis
h) = (x, yth).
(ro(Al,B2)((Chat -)x), h) = ((Char 7y)x,
Since 5Cy, these two resultsare equal, and both T0 and r are thereforenatural.
The proofof naturalityfor (19.3) is analogous.
If R is a closed subfunctorof S which is in turna closed subfunctorof T,
both of these natural isomorphismsmay be combinedto give a singlenatural
isomorphism
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p: Char (S/R) >? Annih(S; T)/Annih(R; T).

(19.7)

CHAPTER IV.

PARTIALLY ORDERED SET$ AND PROJECTIVE LIMITS

20. Quasi-ordered sets. The notionsof functorsand theirnatural equivalences apply to partiallyorderedsets, to lattices,and to related mathematical
systems. The.category Z0 of all quasi-orderedsets(20) has as its objects the
quasi-orderedsets P and as its mappings7wP1->P2 the orderpreservingtransformationsof one quasi-orderedset, P, into another. An equivalence in this
categoryis thus an isomorphismin the sense of order.
An importantsubcategoryof e0 is the categoryZCd of all directedsets(21).
One may also considersubcategorieswhich are obtained by restrictingboth
the quasi-orderedsets and theirmappings. For example, the categoryof lattices has as objects all those partially orderedsets which are lattices and as
mappingsthosecorrespondenceswhich preserveboth joins and meets. Alternatively, by using these mappingswhich preserveonly joins, or those which
preserveonly meets,we obtain two othercategoriesof lattices.
The category 5of sets may be regardedas a subcategoryof Z0, ifeach set
S is consideredas a (trivially)quasi-orderedset in which pi <P2 in S means
that pl=P2. The categoryQ3 of well-orderedsets is anothersubcategoryof D0.
These categoriesprovidea basis forappjying the studyof functorsto cardinal
and ordinal arithmetic.Specifically,the general theoryof arithmeticof parcan be viewed as
tially ordered sets, as developed recentlyby Birkhoff(22),
the constructionof a largenumberof functors(cardinal power,ordinalpower,
and so on) definedon suitable subcategoriesof Z, togetherwith a collection
between these functors(23).
of natural equivalences and transformations
The constructionof the category -e of all quasi-orderedsets is not the
only such interpretationof partial order. It is also possible to regardthe elements of a single quasi-orderedset P as the objects of a category; with this
device, one can representan inverseor a directsystemof groups (or of spaces)
as a functoron P.
If a quasi-orderedset P be regardedas a category Tp,the objects of the
categoryare the elementsp EP and the mappings are the pairs w= (P2, pi)
of elements PiEP such that Pl<P2. To each object p we assign the pair
ep= (p,p) as the correspondingidentitymapping,while the product (p3, P2')
(P2, pl) of two mappings of Lp is definedif and only if P2' = P2 and is in this
case the mapping (P3, pi). The axioms Cl to C5 for a category are readily
and transitive
setP is a set of elementspi, P2, * * -with a reflexive
(20) A quasi-ordered
law (pl<p2
binaryrelationpl <P2 betweenthe elements.If, in addition,the antisymmetric
ordered
set.
and P2< Pl implyPl= P2) holds,P is a partially
set P is directed
ifforeach pairof elementspi, p2EP thereexistsa
(21) A quasi-ordered
p3E pwith

pl < P3, P2 <

P3

Generalized
Duke Math. J. vol. 9 (1942) pp. 283-302.
arithmetic,
GarrettBirkhoff,
thattheordinary
cardinalsumoftwosetsA and B does notgiverise
(23) Note,however,
becausethedefinition
appliesonlywhenthesetsA and B are disjoint.
to a functor,
(22)
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verified,and it develops that the only identitiesare the pairs (p, p), that the
equivalence mappingsof (Sp are the pairs (P2, P0) with Pi <P2 and P2 <pi and
that any pair (P2, Pi) with pi <P2 is a mapping (P2, Pl) :P1-P2. It furtherfollows that any two mappings r,:P-p2 and r2:Pl- 'P2 of this categorywhich
have the same range and the same domain are necessarilyequal. Conversely
any given category(E which has the propertythat any two mappings 7r,and
72 of (E with the same range and the same domain are equal is isomorphicto
the category(p fora suitable quasi-orderedset P. In fact,P can be defined
to be the set of all objects C of the category E with Ci < C2ifand only ifthere
is in (E a mapping y:C1-*C2.
Consider now two quasi-orderedsets P and Q, with their corresponding
categories (Sp and (SQ. A covariant (contravariant) functor T on (Sp with
values in (EQis det6rmineduniquely by an orderpreserving(reversing)mapping t of P into Q. Specifically,each such -correspondence
t is the object function t(p) = q of a functorT, forwhich the correspondingmapping functionis
definedas T(p2, P) = (tp2,tp1) (or, in case t is order-reversing,
as (tp1,tp2)).
Each functorT of one variable can be obtained in this way.
21. Direct systems as functors.Let D be a directed set. If for every
d ED a discretegroupGd is definedand foreverypair di <d2 in D a homomorphism
(21.1)

4d2,dl:Gdl

Gd2

is given such that ?d,d is the identityand that
(21.2)

4d3,di

=

4Pd3,d24Od2,di

for di < d2 < d3

then we say that the groups { Gd} and the homomorphisms{kd2,di } constitute a directsystem-ofgroupsindexedby D.
Let us now regard the directed set D as a category.For every object
d ED define
T(d) = Gd.
For everymapping 3= (P2,Pi) in D define
T(6) = T(d2, d1)

=

4d2,d1.

Conditions (21.1) and (21.2) imply that T is a covariant functoron D with
values in the category (o of discrete groups. Conversely any such functor
giv'esrise to a unique direct system.Consequently the terms "directsystem
of groups indexedby the directedset D" and "covariant functoron D to O5"
may be regardedas synonyms.
With each direct systemof groups T there is associated a discrete limit
groupG =Lim, T definedas follows.The elements of the limit group G are
pairs (g, d) forgCT(d); two elements(gi, di) and (g2,d2) are consideredequal
if and only if there is an index d3 with dl<d3, d2<d3 and with T(d3, dl)g1
= T(d3, d2)g2.The sum is definedby setting (g, d)+(g', d) = (g+g', d); since
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the set D is directed, this provides for the addition of any two pairs in G.
For a fixeddED one may also consider the homomorphisms,called projections, X(d): T(d)-*G definedby setting

(21.3)

X(d)g = (g, d)

for gGT(d). Clearly
(21.4)

X(d1) = X(d2)T(d2,di) for d1 < d2.

To treat this limitgroup,we enlargethe given directedset D by adjoining
one new element oo, orderedby the specificationthat d < oo foreach d CD.
This enlarged directed set DX. also determinesa category containing D as
a subcategory,with new mappings (co, d) foreach dED. Let now T be any
covariant functoron D to (o (that is, any direct system of groups indexed
by D). We definean extensionTooof the object functionof T by setting
(21.5)

T.,(?o)

=

Lim

T

=G

the limit group of the given directed system T, and we similarlyextend the
mapping functionof T by lettingToo,fora new mapping ( oo , d), be the corresponding projectionof T(d) into the limitgroup
T.,( o, d) = X(d).

(21.6)

Condition (21.5) implies that T. is indeed a covariant functionon D. with
values in 65. The propertiesof the limitgroup may be described in termsof
this extended functorTx.
THEOREM 21.1. Let D be a directedset and T a covariantfunctoron D (regarded as a category)to 60. Then the limit group G of the directsystemT
and theprojectionsof each group T(d) into thislimitdetermineas in (21.5) and
(21.6) an extensionof T to a covariantfunctor
T. on D. to Oo. If S. is any other
on D. to Oo, thereis a unique naturaltransextensionof T to a covariantfunctor
such thateach a(d) withd $ oo is theidentity.
formationa: T.-6

Proof. We have already seen that T. is a covariant functoron D. to i0,
extendingT. Let now S. be any other functorextending T. Since S(d2, di)
- T(d2, di) ford2 <dl in D, it followsfromthe functorconditionon S. that
(21.7)

Sx(oo , d2)T(d2,di)

=

S(oo, di).

We definea homomorphism

a(oo): Tx(oo) -- Sx(??)
by settinga( oc )(g, d) =S( oo, d)g forevery element(g, d) GT.( oo) =Lim_ T.
Condition (21.7) impliesthat o( oo) is single-valued.If we now set a(d) to be
the identitymapping T.(d)->S.(d) ford: oo, we have the desired transformation a: T.-+S6.
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The extensionT. and hence the limitgroup G = T.( oo) of the given direct
systemis completelydeterminedby the propertygiven in the last sentenceof
the theorem.In factif T , is any otherextensionof T with the same property
as T., there will exist transformationso: T,--+T, and o': T! -*T,. Then
pFa'a: T >T. with p(d) the identitywheneverd $ oo. It followsthat
p(oo))X(d)= p(oo) T(oo, d)

=

T(oo, d)p(d)-

T(oo, d)

=

X(d)

and thereforeforevery (g, d) in G we get
p(ooc)(g,d) = p(oo)X(d)g = X(d)g

(g, d).

Hence p( oo) is the identityand a is a natural equivalence o: T-*TX ', In this
way the limitgroup of a directsystemof groups can be definedup to an isomorphismby means of such extensionsof functors.This indicates that the
concept (but not necessarilythe existence) of direct "limits" could be set up
not only forgroups,but also forobjects of any category.
THEOREM 21.2. If T1 and T2 are twocovariant
functorson thedirectedcategoryD withvalues in 60, and r is a natural transformation
r: T1i-T2, thereis
only one extensionrT of r whichis a natural transformation
rw:Tl,--+T2. betweentheextendedfunctorson D.. Whenr is a natural equivalenceso is rT.

Proof.The naturalityconditionforr,when applied to any mapping (d2,d1)
with di <d2 in the directedset D reads
(21.8)

r(d2)Ti(d2, d1) = T2(d2,di)T(di).

Given any element(gi, d) of the limitgroup T,. ( oo) = Lim-. T, we define
(21.9)

w(gi,d)

= (r(d)gl,

d) E Lim,

T2=

T2o(

X )-

Condition (21.8) implies that this definitionof w gives a result independent
of the special representation(g1,d) chosen for the limit element. Hence we
get a homomorphism
w:Ti,(oo) -+T2w( o).
In virtue of (21.6) and (21.3), the definition(21.9) becomes
(21.10)

wTi,(oo%,d)=
T2=(o

,d)r(d)

This means simply that by settingr,(d) =r(d), r,(oo) =w we get an extension of r which is still natural and whichgives a transformation
r,: TlXT2w.
Since the naturalitycondition (21.10) is equivalent with (21.9) which completely determinesthe value of r,(oo), the requisite uniqueness follows.In
particular,if r is an equivalence, each r(d) is an isomorphism"onto," hence
it followsthat wX=-r( oo) is also an isomorphismonto, and is an equivalence.
This is just a restatementof the known theoremthat "isomorphic"direct
systemsdetermineisomorphiclimitgroups.
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THEOREM21.3. If T is a directsystemofgroupsindexedbya directedsetD,
whileH is a fixeddiscretegroup,regardedas a (constant)covariantfunctoron
r: T-[H thereis a unique homoD to Oo, thenfor each natural transformation
thatr(d) =iroX(d)
morphismro ofthelimitgroupLim. T intoH withtheproperty
foreachd ED, whereM(d)is theprojectionof T(d) intoLim. T.
Proof.This followsfromthe precedingtheoremand fromthe remarkthat
H0. is also a constantfunctoron Da. to Oo.
22. Inverse limitsas functors.Let D be a directedset. If forevery d ED
a topologicalgroup Gd is definedand forevery pair di <d2 in D a homomorphism
d2,di G d2

(22 .1)

G di

is given such that 4d,d is the identityand that
(22.2)

40d3,di =

40d2,d140dg,d2

for d1 < d2 < d3

{4d2,d1}
thenwe say that the groups{Gd} and the homomorphisms

tute an inversesystemof groups indexed by D.
If we now regardD as a category,and defineas before
T(d)

(22.3)

consti-

= Gd

foreveryobject d in D, and
(22.4)

T(b) = T(d2, di)

=

Od2,d,

foreverymapping a = (d2,d1) in D, it is clear that T is a contravariantfunctor
on D withvalues in the category 5 of topologicalgroups.Converselyany such
functormay be regardedas an inverse systemof groups.
With each inverse system of groups T there is associated a limit group
G=Lim.. T definedas follows.An element of G is a functiong(d) which assigns to each element dED an element g(d)ET(d), in such wise that these
elements"match" underthe mappings; that is, such that T(d2,d1)g(d2)=g(d1)
whenever d1<d2. The sum of g1+g2 is defined as (g1+g2)(d)=gi(d)+g2(d).
This limit group G is assigned a topology,in known fashion,by treatingG
as a subgroupof the directproductof the groups T(d), with the usual direct
product topology. For fixedd, the (continuous) projection,u(d) of the limit
groupG into T(d) is definedby setting [,u(d)]g =g(d), forgGG.
Again we may considerthe extendedcategoryDo. and definethe extension
To. of T by setting
(22.5)

T0.(oo)

= G,

T0(coo, d)

(d).

As beforethe followingtheoremcan be established:
functoron D
THEOREM 22.1. Let D be a directedset and T a contravariant

(regardedas a category)to 5. Then thelimitgroup G of theinversesystemT
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and the projectionsof this limit group into each group T(d) determineas in
(22.5) an extensionof T to a contravariant
functorT. on D. to 5. If S. is any
otherextensionof T to a contravariant
functoron D. to 5, thereis a unique
a: S. -T. such thateach a(d) withd $ oo is theidentity.
naturaltransformation
As beforewe can also verifythat the second half of the theoremdetermines the extendedfunctorT. to withina natural equivalence, and therefore
it determinesthe limitgroup to withinan isomorphism.
The followingtwo theoremsmay also be proved as in the precedingsection.
THEOREM 22.2. If T1 and T2 are twocontravariant
functorson thedirected
categoryD withvalues in 5, and r is a natural transformation
x: T1->T2, there
is onlyone extensionr. of r whichis a natural transformation
r.: T1.-*T2i betweenthe extendedfunctorson D.. WhenT is a natural equivalenceso is r.x
THEOREM 22.3. If T is an inversesystemof groupsindexedby thedirected
setD, whileK is a fixedtopologicalgroupregardedas a (constant)contravariant
functoron D to 0, thenfor each naturaltransformation
r: T-*K thereis a unique
homomorphism
ro:Lim,. T-*K such thatro=r(d)X(d) for each dciD.

The precedingdiscussion carries over to inverse systems of spaces, by a
mere replacementof the categoryof topological groups 6 by the categoryof
topological spaces I.
23. The categories "Zir" and "`nb." The process of forminga direct or
inverse limit of a system of groups can be treated as a functor"Lim_" or
"Lim,'" whichoperates on an appropriatelydefinedcategory.Thus the functor "Lim_" will operate on any directsystemT definedon any directedset D.
Consequently we definea category "Zit" of directed systemswhose objects
are such pairs (D, T). Here we may regardD itselfas a categoryand T as a
coyariant functoron D to 65. To introducethe mappings of this category,
R of a directedset D,
observe firstthat each orderpreservingtransformation
into anothersuch set D2 will give foreach directsystem T2 of groups indexed
by D2 an induceddirectsystemindexedby D1. Specifically,the induced direct
systemis just the composite T20R of the (covariant) functorR on D1 to D2
and the (covariant) functorT2 on D2 to (5o. Given two objects (D1, T1) and
(D2, T2) of Zit, a mapping
(R, p):(D,, T1) -* (D2, T2)
of the categoryZit is a pair (R, p) composed of a covariant functorR on D,
to D2 and a natural transformation
p:T1-* T2 X R
of T1 into the compositefunctorT2 0R.
To formthe productof two such mappings
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(Ri, pi)' (D1, T1) -- (D2, T2),

(R2, P2) .(D2, T2)

-*
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(D3, T3)

observe firstthat the functorsT2 and T3?R2 on D2 to 6o can be compounded
with the functorR1 on D1 to D2, and hence that the given transformation
of R1 into
P2: T2- T3OR2 can be compoundedwith the identitytransformation
itself,just as in ?9.
The resultis a compositetransformation

(23.2)

p2 X R1:T20 R1- T3? R20

RI

which assigns to each object d1CDL the mapping [p2 OR1] (di)= p2(R1di) of
T2(R1d1)into T30R2(Rldi). The transformations(23.2) and pl:T1-*T2 OR1
yield as in ?9 a composite transformationP20 R10 pi: T1->T3OR2OR1. We
may now definethe productof two given mappings (23.1) to be
(R2, p2)(Ri, Pi) = (R2 0 R1,P2

0

R1 0 pi).

With these conventions,we verifythat Ztr is a category. Its identitiesare
the pairs (R, p) in which both R and p are identities;its equivalences are the
pairs (R, p) in whichR is an isomorphismand p a natural equivalence.
The effectof fixingthe directed set D in the objects,(D, T) of the category ltr is to restrictStr to the subcategorywhich consistsof all directsystems of groups indexed by D (that is, the categoryof all covariant functors
on D to Oo, as definedin ?8).
We shall now defineLim. as a covariant functoron Sit with values in 5o.
For each object (D, T) of Ztr we defineLim-. (D, T) to be the group obtained
as the direct limit of the direct systemof groups T indexed by the directed
set D. Given a mapping
(23.3)

(R, p):(Di, T1) -* (D2, T2)

in Zir

we definethe mapping functionof Lim_,
(23.4)

Limn (R, p) :Lim_.(D1, T1) -*Lim. (D2, T2),

as follows.An elementin the limitgroup Lim (D1, T1) is a pair (gl, dl) with
d1CD1, g1GT1(d&). For each such element define0(gi, di) to be the pair
(p(d1)gi,Rd1). Since p(d1) maps T1(d1)into T2(Rd1)we have p(d1)giin T2(Rd1),
so that the resultingpair is indeed in the limitgroupLim. (D2, T2). The mapping 4 carriesequal pairs into equal pairs, and yields the reqdisitehomomorphism (23.4). We verifythat Lim,, definedin this manner, is a covariant
functoron Ztr to Oo.
Alternatively,the mapping functionof this functor"Lim," can be obtained by extensionsof mappings to the directed sets D1,,oD2o (with oo
added), definedas in ?21. Given the mapping (R, p) of (23.3), firstextendthe
givenobjectsof Zir to obtainnew objects (Di., Tl,,,)and (D2,0, T2.). The
given functorR on D1 to D2 can also be extendedby settingR,( o) =-o; this
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gives a functorR. on Di,,,to D20. Furthermore,Theorem 21.2 asserts that the
transformationp: Tl-*T2OR has then a unique extensionp.: Tloo-T2o0Roo
All told, we have a new mapping

poo):(DlooTloo)--+Aw T2oo)
(Root
in itr.In particular,when po. is applied to the new element oo of Di,., it
yieldsa homomorphismof the limitgroup of T1 into the limitgroupof T2?(R.
On the other hand, R determinesa homomorphismR#of the limit group of
T2 OR into the limitgroup of T2; explicitly,for(gl,di) in the firstlimitgroup,
the image R#(gi,d1) is the element (gl, Rd,) in the second limit group. The
requisitemapping functionof the functor"Lim_" is now definedby setting
Lim, (R, p) = R#(p0.(oo)).
In a similarway we definethe category ant. The objects of $nb are pairs
(D, T) where D is a directed set and T is an inverse system of topological
groups indexed by D (that is, T is a contravariantfunctoron D to (i). Thw
mappings in ant are pairs (R, p)

(R, p): (Di, Ti) -+(D2, T2)
whereR is a covariantfunctoron D2 to D1 (that is, an orderpreservingtransof the functors
formationof D2 into D1) and p is a natural transformation
p: T, 0 R-

T2

both contravarianton D2 to (M.The productof two mappings
(R1, p): (Di, T1) -* (D2, T2),

(R2, P2)

=

(D2, T2)

-+

(D3, T3)

is definedas
(R2, P2)(Ri, P1) = (R1 0 R2,

P2 0 pi

0 R2)

whereP10R2 is the transformation
Pi

0 R2:T1 0 R1 0 R2 - T2 0 R2

induced (as in ?9) by
p1: T, 0 R1--+T2.

With these conventions,we verifythat anb is a category.
We shall now defineLim? as a covariant functoron anb withvalues in (i.
For each object (D, T) in anb we defineLime. (D, T) to be the inverselimit
of the inverse system of groups T indexed by the directed set D. Given a
mapping
(23.5)

(R, p):(Di, T1) -* (D2, T2) in ant

we definethe mappingfunctionof Lim,
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Lim. (R, p) :Lim,. (Di, TO - Lim. (D2, T2)

as follows. Each element of Lim, (Di, T1) is a functiong(d1) with values
g(d1)C7T7(d1),fordCEDi, which match properlyunder the projectionsin T1.
Now definea new functionh, with
h(d2) = p(d2)g(Rd2),

d2 C Da;

it is easy to verifythat h is an elementof the limitgroup Lim (D2, T2). The
g->h is the homomorphism(23.6) required forthe definition
,correspondence
of the mapping functionof Lim,. One may verifythat this definitiondoes
yield a covariant functorLim, on the category anb to O.
The mapping functionof Lim may again be obtained by firstextending
the given mapping (23.5) to
(R2, poo):(Dl,

Too)

-*

(D2w, T2,,)

in

anb.

In particular,when the extended transformation
p.Ois applied to the element
X of Dl, we obtain a homomorphismof the limit group of T1GR into the
limitgroup of T2. On the otherhand, the covariant functorR on D2 to Di determinesa homomorphismR* of the limit group of (DA, T1) into the limit
groupof (D2, T?OR); explicitly,foreach functiong(di) in the firstlimitgroup,
the image h=R*g in the second limitgroup is definedby settingh(d2) =g(Rd2)
for each d2ED2. The mapping function of the functor "Lim," is now
Lim. (R, p) = p.(oo)R*.
24. The liftingprinciple.Let Q be a functorwh )se argumentsand values
are groups,while T is any direct or inverse system of groups. If the object
functionof Q is applied to each group T(d) of the given system,while the
mapping functionof Q is applied to each projection T(d1, d2) of the given
system,we obtain a new systemof groups,which may be called QO T. If Q
is covariant,T and Q ? T are both director both inverse,while if Q is contravariant, Q 0 F is inversewhen T is direct,and vice versa.
Actually this new system Q 0 T is simply the compositeof the functorT
with the functorQ (see ?9). We may regard this compositionas a process
which "lifts"a functorQ whose argumentsand values are groupsto a functor
QL whose argumentsand values are direct (or inverse)systemsof groups.We
may then regard the liftedfunctoras one acting on the categories itrand
3nb, as the case may be. In every case, the liftedfunctorhas its object and
mapping functionsgiven formallyby the equations (in the "cross" notation
forcomposites)
(24.1)

QL(D, T) = (D, Q 0 T),

QL(R, p) = (R, Q 0 p).

This formulaincludes the followingfourcases:
(I) Q covarianton (5o to 0o;QL covarianton Zir toZMt.
on Ztr to ani.
on 60 to @'; QL contravariant
(II) Q contravavriant
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(III) Q covarianton (5 to 0; QL covarianton anb to anb.
on anb to Ztr.
(IV) Q contravarianton (5 to (50; QL contravariant
For illustration,we discuss case (II), in which Q is given contravariant
on (o to (M.The object functionof QL, as definedin the firstequation of
(24.1), assigns to each object (D, T) of the category itr a pair (D, QQ T).
Since T is covariant on D to (o and Q contravarianton (o to (M,the composite Q 0 T is contravarianton D to (M,so that Q0 T is an inversesystemof
groups,and the pair (D, Q 0 T) is an object of anb. On the otherhand, given
a mapping
(R, p): (D1, T1) -- (D2, T2) in Zir,
with p: T1-+T2O R, the compositetransformationQX p is obtained by applyingthemappingfunctionofQ to each homomorphismp(d1): T1(d1)-+T2OR(d1),
and this gives a transformationQ p: Q0 T20 R->Q 0 T1. Thus the mapping
functionof QL, as definedin (24.1), does give a mapping (R, Q 0 p): (D2, Q0 T2)
--(D1, Q0 T1) in the categoryanb. We verifythat QL is a contravariantfunctor on TArto anb.
Any natural transformationKi Q--P induces a transformationon the
liftedfunctors,KL: QL-*PL, obtained by compositionof the transformationK
of each T, as
with the identitytransformnation
KL(D, T) = (D, K (

T7).

If K is an equivalence, so is this "lifted"transformation.
Just as in the case of composition,the operationof "lifting"can itselfbe
regarded as a functor"Lift," definedoti a suitable category of functorsQ.
In all four cases (I)-(IV), this functor"Lift" is covariant.
In all these cases the functorQ may originallycontain an-ynumber of
additional variables. The liftedfunctorQL will then involve the same extra
variables with the same variance. With proper caution the liftingprocess
may also be applied simultaneouslyto a functorQ with two variables, both
of which are groups.
25. Functorswhichcommutewithlimits. Certain operations,such as the
formationof the charactergroupsofdiscreteor compact groups,are knownto
"commute" with the passage to a limit. Using the liftingoperation,this can
be formulatedexactly.
To illustrate,let Q be a covariant functoron -S5oto Oo, and QL the corresponding covariant liftedfunctoron Z)tr to Ztr, as in case (I) of ?24. Since
Lim. is a covariant functoron Ztr to Oo, we have two compositefunctors
Lim_.(OQL

and Q C)Lim_,

both covariant on Zir to (o. There is also an explicitnatural transformation
(25.1)

wl:Lim-.0QLQ-Q

0 Lim-,

definedas follows.Let the pair (D, T) be a direct system of groups in the
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E

d

D.

Then, on applying the mapping functionof Q to X, we obtain the natural
transformation
QX(d):QT(d) -Q [Lim. T].
Theorem 21.3 now gives a homomorphism
w1(T):Lim. [Q (D T]

Q [Limx Tj,

or, exhibitingD explicitly,a homomorphism
co,I(Dj

T): Lim QL(D, T) -+Q[Limn (D, T)]

We verifythat wi, so defined,satisfiesthe naturalitycondition.
Similarly,to treat case (II), considera contravariantfunctorQ on (o to (D
and the liftedfunctorQL on Zir to 3nb. We then constructan explicitnatural
transformation

(25.2)

Q 0 Lirn_ Lim,,. 0

ZII

QL

(note the order !), definedas follows.Let the pair (D, T) be in Ztr, and let
X(d) be the projection
X(d): T(d) ->Lim- T,

E
D.

d

On applyingQ, we get
QX(d): :Q[Lim T]

QT(d).

The Theorem 22.3 forinversesystemsnow gives a homomorphism
wII(D, T7):Q[Lim.. (D, T) ] -*Limr QL(D, T7).

In the remainingcases (III) and (IV) similar arguments give natural
transformations

(25.3)

coxii:Q(D Lim,-*Lim4 0

(25.4)

w1vr:Lim.0 QL -Q

QL,

0 Limn.

DEFINITION. The functorQ definedon groups to groups is said to commute (more preciselyto w-commute)with Lim if the appropriate one of the
co above is an equivalence.
fournatural transformations
In otherwords, the proof that a functorQ commuteswith Lim requires
only the verificationthat the homomorphismsdefined above are isomorphisms. The naturalitycondition holds in general!
To illustratethese concepts,considerthe functorC whichassigns to each
discretegroupG its commutatorsubgroup C(G), and considera directsystem
T of groups,indexedby D. Then the liftedfunctorQ (case (I) of ?24) applied
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to the pair (D, T) in tirgives a new direct system of groups, still indexed
by D, with the groups T(d) of the originalsystemrepiacedby theircommutacut down. It
tor subgroups CT(d), and with the projectionscorrespondingly
may be readily verifiedthat this functordoes commutewith Lim.
AnotherfunctorQ is the subfunctorof the identitywhich assigns to each
discreteabelian group G the subgroup Q(G) consistingof those elementsgeG
such that thereis foreach integerm an xEG withmx=g (that is, of those elementsof G whichare divisibleby everyinteger),Q is a covariantfunctorwith
argumentsand values ill the subcategoryGoaof discreteabelian groups. The
liftedfunctorQL will be covariant, with argumentsand values in the subcategoryZrt,aof Zir, obtained by restrictingattentionto abelian groups.This
functorQ clearly does not commute with Lim, since one may representthe
additive group of rational numbers as a direct limit of cyclic groups Z for
which each subgroup Q(Z) is the group consistingof zero alone.
The formationof charactergroupsgives furtherexamples. If we consider
the functorChar as a contravariantfunctoron the category (5Oa of discrete
abelian groupsto the category(5ca of compact abelian groups,the liftedfunctor CharL will be covariant on the appropriatesubcategoryof Zir to 3nt as
in case (II) of ?24. This liftedfunctorCharL applied to any direct system
(D, T) of discrete abelian groups will yield an inverse system of compact
abelian groups,indexed by the same set D. Each group of the inversesystem
is the charactergroup of the correspondinggroup of the direct system,and
the projectionsof the inversesystemare the induced mappings.
On the other hand, there is a contravariantfunctorChar on (ca to (Oa.
In this case the liftedfunctorCharL will be contravarianton a suitable subcategoryof anb with values in tir,just as in case (III) of ?24. Both these
functorsChar commutewith Lim.
CHAPTER V. APPLICATIONS

TO TOPOLOGY(24)

26. Complexes. An abstract complex K (in the sense of W. Mayer) is a
collection
q = 0, ? 1, ? 2, .,
C-z(K)}
of freeabelian discretegroups,togetherwith a collectionof homomorphisms
a :Cz(K)

-

C-zl(K)

called boundary homomorphisms,such that
a a q+ = 0.

O } we obtain a
By selectingforeach of the freegroups Cz a fixedbasis {a
complex which is substantiallyan abstract complex in the sense of A. W.
Amer.Math. Soc. Colloquium
S. Lefschetz,Algebraictopology,
(24) Generalreference:
vol. 27, New York,1942.
Publications,
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Tucker. The oa will be called q-dimensionalcells. The boundaryoperatora
can be writtenas a finitesum
901

=

E[a3 : aq2l ]aqZl.
Obg-

The integers[oq:ao91] are called incidencenumbers,and satisfythe following
conditions:
(26.1) Givenoa, [oa; oa $-

0 onlyfo&a finitenumberof (q- 1)-cellsaq-1.

(26.2) Given oq+l and oq-1, E,Y[oaq+1; oaz][oa; oaz1] =0.

Condition (26.1) indicates that we are confrontedwith an abstract complex of the closure finitetype. Consequentlywe shall define(?27) homologies
based on finitechains and cohomologiesbased on infinitecochains.
Our preferenceforcomplexes a la W. Mayer is due to the fact that they
seem to be best adapted forthe expositionof the homologytheoryin terms
of functors.
Given two abstract complexesK1 and K2, a chain transformation
K: Kl -> K2

willmeana collectionK=

{ KI}

ofhomomorphisms,

K':Cz(Kl)

C-(K2),

such that
In this way we are led to the category S whose objects are the abstract
complexes (in the sense of W. Mayer) and whose mappings are the chain
transformationswith obvious definitionof the compositionof chain transformations.
The considerationof simplicial complexes and of simplicial transformations leads to a category R.. As is well known, every simplicial complex
uniquely determinesan abstract complex, and every simplicial transformation a chain transformation.This leads to a covariant functoron Rs to R.
27. Homology and cohomologygroups. For every complex K in the category R and every group G in the category(,Oa of discreteabelian groups we
definethe groups Cz(K, G) of the q-dimensionalchains of K over G as the
tensorproduct
Cz(K, G) = G o Cg(K),
that is, Cz(K, G) is the group with the symbols
gca,

r Eto Cs(K)
gnG,

as generators, and
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gc9

as relations.
For every chain transformationi:KK1->K2 and forevery homomorphism
ay:G1-*G2we definea homomorphism
Cq(K, y) :Cq(K1, G1) -+ Cq(K2, G2)

by setting
C (K, 'y)(giCb)

=

7(gl)Kq(C1)

foreach generatorg1c"of Cq(K1, G1).
These definitionsof Cq(K, G) and of Cq(,, y) yield a functorCz covariant
in ft and in (5Oa with values in (5Oa. This functorwill be called the q-chain
functor.
We definea homomorphism
Cq1C(K,

aq(K, G) :Cq(K, G)

by setting
aq(K,

G)(gcq)

=

G)

gOcq

foreach generatorgcq of Cq(K, G). Thus the boundary operator becomes a
of the functorCq into the functorCqnatural transformation
Cq Cq_Cq-.

will be denoted by Zq and will be called the
The kernelof this transformation
q-cyclefunctor.Its object functionis the groupZq(K, G) of the q-dimensional
cycles of the complex K over G.
The image of Cq underthe transformationq is a subfunctorBq-1 =q (Cq)
of Cq-1. Its object functionis the group Bq-l(K, G) of the (q-.1)-dimensional
boundariesin K over G.
The fact that aq4q+1 = 0implies that Bq(K, G) is a subgroupof Zq(K, G).
ConsequentlyBq is a subfunctorof Zq. The quotient functor
Hq = ZqlBq

is called the qth homologyfunctor.Its object functionassociates with each
group G the qth homolcomplex K and with each discreteabelian coefficient
in ftand (5Oa and
is
covariant
ogy groupHq(K, G) ofK over G. The functorHq
has values in (5Oa.
In orderto definethe cohomologygroupsas functorswe considerthe category St as beforeand the category a of topological abelian groups. Given a
complexK in S and a groupG in (5a we definethe group Cq(K, G) of the q-dimensionalcochains of K over G as
Cq(K, G) = Hom (Cq(K), G).
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and a homomorphism'y:G1-*G2,we
Given a chain transformation
K:KK1-*K2
definea homomorphism
Cg2(K,

7):C,(K2, Gi) _> Cg(Kil G21)

by associating with each homomorphismf CCq(K2, G1) the homomorphism
f = CQ(K, y)f,definedas follows:
f(Cl)

=

Cl E

Ci)],

7f(K

C (K1).

By comparingthis definitionwith the definitionof the functorHom, we observe that Cq(K,'y) is in fact just Hom (K0, -y).
The definitionsof Cq(K, G) and Cq(K, 'Y) yield a functorCq contravariant
in 9, covariant in (Ma and with values in 65a. This functorwill be called the
qth cochain functor.
The coboundary homomorphism
aq(K, G) :Cq(K, G) - Cq+l(K, G)
is definedby setting,foreach cochainf Cq(K, G),
= f(aq+lcq+l).

(bqf)(Cq+l)

This leads to a natural transformationof functors
8q:Cq

>

Cq+li

We may observe that in terms of the functor"Hom" we have 8q(K, G)

=Hom ( q+1,eG).

The kernel of the transformationbq is denoted by Zq and is called the
q-cocyclefunctor.The image functorof 6, is denoted by Bq+1 and is called
the (q +1 )-coboundary functor.Since &4 q+1= 0, we may easily deduce that
Bq is a subfunctorof Zq. The quotient-functor
Hq

=

Zq/Bq

is, by definition,the qth cohomologyfunctor.Hq is contravariantin ft, covariant in (S5a, and has values in (Ma. Its object functionassociates with each
complex K and each topological abelian group G the (topological abelian)
qth cohomologygroupHq(K, G).
The fact that the homologygroups are discreteand have discretecoefficientgroups,while the cohomologygroupsare topologizedand have topological coefficientgroups, is due to the circumstance that the complexes
considered are closure finite. In a star finitecomplex the relation would
be reversed.
For "finite"complexes both homology and cohomologygroups may be
topological. Let Rf denote the subcategory of S determinedby all those
complexesK such that all the groups Cq(K) have finiterank. If KCRf and
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G is a topological group,then the group Cq(K, G) = G o Cq(K) can be topologized in a natural fashion and consequently Hs(K, G) will be topological.
Hence both Hg and Hq may be regardedas functorson ffand 05a with values
in (5a. The firstone is covariantin both Rf and 05a, whilethe secondone is
contravariantin Sf and covariantin a.
28. Duality. Let G be a discreteabelian group and Char G be its (compact) charactergroup (see ?19).
Given a chain
Cq Cq(K, G)
where

c =
and given a cochain

gi EG, c'

giCq

Cq(K),

f E Cq(K, CharG),

we may definethe Kroneckerindex
KI(f, c

(f(c6), gi).

=-E
i

Since f (c") is an elementof Char G, its application to gi gives an elementof the
groupP of reals reduced mod 1. The continuityof KI(f, cq) as a functionoff
followsfromthe definitionof the topologyin Char G and 'in Cq(K, Char G).
As a preliminaryto the duality theorem,we definean isomorphism
(28. 1)

rq(K, G):Cq(K, CharG)

>?

Char Cq(K, G),

by definingforeach cochainfC Cq(K, Char G) a character
rq(K, G)f:Cq(K, G) -P,

as follows:

(rqf, Cq) =

KI(f,

Cq).

The fact that 7q(K, G) is an isomorphismis a direct consequence of the
character theory.In (28.1) both sides should be interpretedas object functions of functors(contravariantin both K and G), suitablycompoundedfrom
the functorsCq, Cq, and Char. In order to prove that (28.1) is natural, consider
'y:G1- G2 in (MOa.
:,
K:K1- K2 in
We must prove that

(28.2)
If now

Tq(K1, Gl)Cq(K,

Chary) = [CharCq(K,

f E Cq(K2,G2),

cq C

y) ]rq(K2, G2).

Cq(Kl,Gi),

then the definitionof ,q shows that (28.2) is equivalent to the identity
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y)cq).

Cq(K,

It will be sufficientto establish (28.3) in the case when cq is a generatorof
Cq(Ki, Gi),
q
= gicl,
gi C G1,cl C
(K2)
Using the definitionof the termsinvolved in (28.3) we have on the one hand

gi)
KI(Cq(K, Char y)f,glcq) = ([Cq(K, Char y)f]cq,

= (Char'y[f(Kc1)

]g)

=

(f(KCq), 'ygl),

and on the other hand
KI(f, C(K, y)gjcq) = KI(f,

('ygj)(KCq)) = (f(KC1), 'ygl).

This completesthe proofof the naturalityof (28.1).
Using the well known propertyof the Kroneckerindex
KI(f, aO+lcq+l)= KI(qj, cq+l),
one shows easily that under the isomorphismTq of (28.1)
s [Zq(K, Char G)] = AnnihBq(K, G), r [Bq(K, CharG)] = AnnihZq(K, G),

with "Annih" definedas in ?19. Both Annih (Be; Cq) and Annih (Zq; Cq) are
functorscovariant in K and G; the latter is a subfunctorof the former,so
that 7q induces a natural isomorphism
oq:Zq(K, CharG)/Bq(K, Char G) T? AnnihBq(K, G)/AnnihZq(K, G).
The group on the leftis Hq(K, Char G). The group on the rightis, according
to (19.7), naturallyisomorphicto Char Z2(K, G)/Bq(K, G). All told we have
a natural isomorphism:
pq:Hq(K, CharG) T? Char HI(K, G).
This is the customary Pontrjagin-typeduality between homology and cohomology.Thus we have established the naturalityof this duality.
29. Universal coefficient
theorems.The theoremsof this name expressthe
cohomologygroups of a complex,foran arbitrarycoefficient
group, in terms
of the integralhomologygroups and the coefficient
group itself.A quite general formof such theoremscan be stated in termsof certaingroups of group
extensions(2");hence we firstshow that the basic constructionsof group extensionsmay be regardedas functors.
Let G be a topological abelian group and H a discrete abelian group. A
factorset of H in G is a functionf (h, k) whichassigns to each pair h, k of elements in H an elementf(h, k) CG in such wise that
Ann.of Math. vol. 43
and homology,
and S. MacLane, Groupextensions
(25) S. Eilenberg
(1943) pp. 757-831.
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f(h, k) = f(k, h),
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f(h, k) + f(h + k, 1) = f(h, k + 1) + f(k, 1),

forall h, k, and I in H. With the natural addition and topology,the set of all
factorsets f of H in G constitutea topological abelian group Fact (G, H). If
'y:G1-*G2and : H1->H2 are homomorphisms,we can definea corresponding
mapping

Fact (7y,qj) Fact (G1,H2)

-*

Fact (G2, H1)

by setting
[Fact ('y,q)f](hi, ki) = yf(,qhi,
qki)
foreach factorset f in Fact (G1,H2). Thus it appears that Fact is a functor,
covariant on the category05a of topologicalabelian groups and contravariant
in the category(5Oa of discreteabelian groups.
Given any functiong(h) with values in G, the combination
f(h, k)

=

g(h) + g(k)

-

g(h + k)

is always a factorset; the factorsets of this special formare said to be transsets is a subgroupTrans (G, H)
formationsets,and theset ofall transformation
of the group Fact (G, H). Furthermore,thissubgroupis the object functionof
a subfunctor.The correspondingquotient functor
Ext = Fact/Trans

is thus covariant in 6,aS contravariantin (&, and has values in ($a. Its object
functionassigns to the groups G and H the group Ext (G, H) of the so-called
abelian group extensionsof G by II.
Since Cq(K, G) = Hom (Cq (K), G) and since C (K, I) = I o Cq(K) = Cq(K)

whereI is the additive group of integers,we have

Cq(K, G) = Hom (Cq(K, 1), G).
We, therefore,may definea subgroup
Aq(K, G)

=

AnnihZq(K, I)

of Cq(K, G) consisting of all homomorphismsf such that f(zq)=O for
zqCZq(K, I). Thus we get a subfunctorAq of C, and one may show that
the coboundaryfunctorB q is a subfunctorofA qwhich,in turn,is a subfunctor
of the cocycle functorZq. Consequently,the quotient functor
Qq = Aq/Bq

is a subfunctorof the cohomologyfunctorHq, and we may considerthe quotient functorHq/Qq. The functorsQq and Hq/Qq have the followingobject
functions
Qq(K, G) = Aq(K, G)/Bq(K, G),
(H q/Qq)(K, G) = Hq(K, G)/Qq(K,G) -Zq(K, G)/A (K, G).
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The universalcoefficient
theoremnow consistsof thesethreeassertions(26):
(29.1)

Qq(K, G) is a directfactorof Hq(K, G).

(29.2)

Qq(K, G) _ Ext (G, flq+l(K, I)).

(29.3)

Hq(K, G)/Qq(K,G) - Hom (flq(K, I), G).

Both the isomorphisms(29.2) and (29.3) can be interpretedas equivalences of functors.The naturalityof these equivalences with respectto K has
been explicitlyverified(27), while the naturalitywith respectto G can be verified without difficulty.We have not been able to prove and we doubt that
the functorQq is a direct factorof the functorHq (see ?18).
30. Cech homology groups. We shall present now a treatmentof the
Cech homologytheoryin termsof functors.
By a covering U of a topological space X we shall understand a finite
collection:

U = {A1,*** An}
of open sets whose union is X. The sets Ai may appear with repetitions,and
some of them may be empty. If U1 and U2 are two such coverings,we write
Ui< U2 whenever U2 is a refinementof Ul, that is, whenevereach set of the
covering U2 is contained in some set of the covering Ul. With this definition
the coverings U of X forma directedset whichwe denote by C(X).
Let t: Xl- X2 be a continuousmappingof the space X, into the space X2.
Given a covering

U

A *A*,,An
{1,

QX2)^

we define
=
C(t)U {U-1(A1),

* * *,

t-'(A,)}

C

C(X1)

and we obtain an order preservingmapping
C(t):C(X2)-

C(X,).

We verifythat the functionsC(X), C(t) definea contravariantfunctorC on
the categoryX of topological spaces to the categoryZ of directed sets.
Given a covering U of X we define,in the usual fashion,the nerve N(U)
of U. N(U) is a finitesimplicial complex; it will be treated,however,as an
object of the categoryKf of ?27.
If two coverings U,< U2of X are given,then we select foreach set of the
covering U2 a set of the covering U, containingit. This leads to a simplicial
mapping of the complex N(U2) into the complex N(U1) and thereforegives
a chain transformation
(26)
(27)

Loc. cit.p. 808.
Loc. cit.p. 815.
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N(Ul).

This transformationK will be called a projection.The projection K is not defineduniquely by Ui and U2,but it is known that any two projectionsK, and
K2 are chain homotopic and consequently the induced homomorphisms
(30.1)

Hq(K, eG) :Jq(N(U2), G)

(30.2)

Hq(K,

> Hq(N(Ul), G),

Hq(N(Ul), G) Hq(N( U2), G)

eG)

of the homologyand cohomologygroups do not depend upon the particular
choice of the projection K.
Given a topological group G we consider the collection of the homology
groups Hq(N(U), G) for UCC(X). These groups togetherwith the mappings
(30.1) forman inverse system of groups definedon the directed set C(X).
We denote this inverse system by Cq(X, G) and treat it as an object of the
category 2nb (?23).
Similarly,fora discrete G the cohomologygroups Hq(N(U), G) together
with the mappings (30.2) forma direct system of groups Cq(X, G) likewise
definedon the directedset C(X). The system Cq(X, G) will be treated as an
object of the category?)tr.
The functionsCq(X, G) and Cq(X, G) will be object functionsof functors
Cq and Cq In order to complete the definitionwe shall definethe mapping
functions 7qQ,7y)and %(, -y)forgiven mappings
t:X1 -X2,

7:G1 -G2.

We have the order preservingmapping
C(): C(X2) -- C(X1)

(30.3)
which with each covering

U = {A1,* * A,,} E

QX2)

associates the covering
V = C()= {u

A1,

t-,A4
*w

C C(X1).

Thus to each set of the covering V correspondsuniquely a set of the covering U; this yields a simplicial mapping
K:N(V) -N(U)f
which leads to the homomorphisms
(30.4)

Hq(K,

(30.5)

Hq(K,

y) Hq(N(V), G1)

Hq(N(U), G2),

Gt ) sq(N(V)s, G2)n
y) Hq(N(U)e

The mappings(30.3)-(30.5) definethe transformations
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Z7q(, ) :ZC(X1,G1)Z-Cq(X2, G2) in
Cq % 7) Cq(X2,

[September

anD,

G1) ZCq(Xi, G2) in Zir.

Hence we see that Zq is a functorcovariantin X and in R$a withvalues in
anb while Zq is contravariantin X covariant in 5Oa and has values in Zir.
The Cech homologyand cohomologyfunctorsare now definedas
Hq = Lim..Cq

Hq = Lim-.Cq.

77qis covariantin X and R,a and has values in R,a, whileftq is contravariant
in X, covariantin (5Oa, and has valuesin 5Oa. The objectfunctions
Hft(X,G)

and iiq(X, G) are the Cech homologyand cohomologygroupsof the space X
with the group G as coefficients.
31. Miscellaneous remarks. The process of setting up the various topological invariantsas functorswill requirethe constructionof many categories.
For instance,ifwe wish to discuss the so-called relativehomologytheory,we
shall need the category Xs whose objects are the pairs (X, A), where X is a
topological space and A is a subset of X. A mapping
t:(X, A) -* (Y, B)

in Xs

is a continuousmapping t: X-- Y such that t(A) CB. The categoryX may be
regardedas the subcategoryof Xs,determinedby the pairs (X, A) withA = 0.
Anothersubcategoryof Xs is the category Xb definedby the pairs (X, A)
in which the set A consistsof a singlepoint, called the base point. This categoryXb would be used in a functorialtreatmentof the fundamentalgroup and
of the homotopygroups.
APPENDIX.

REPRESENTATIONS

OF CATEGORIES

The purpose of this appendix is to show that every categoryis isomorphic
with a suitable subcategoryof the categoryof sets S.
Let 2I be any category.A covariant functorT on 2I with values in e will
be called a representationof 21in S. A representationT will be called faithful
if for every two mappings,a1, a2E:f, we have T(ai) = T(a2) only if a,1=a2.
This impliesa similarpropositionforthe objects of WI.It is clear that a faithfulrepresentationis nothingbut an isomorphicmapping of 2 onto some subcategoryof S.
If the functorT on 2I to e is contravariant,we shall say that T is a dual
representation.T is then obviously a representationof the dual category2*,
as definedin ?13.
Given a mapping a:A -*A2 in f,we shall denote the domain A1 of a by
d(a) and the rangeA2 of a by r(a). In this fashionwe have
a: d (a

-

r (a).
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Given an object A in 2I we shall denote by R(A) the set of all aCoX, such
that A = r(c(). In symbols
R(A)

(I)

=

aI| a tE , r(a) = A}

For everymappinga in a we definea mapping
R (ae):R (d(at))

(II)

R (r(a))

in the categorye by setting
[R(at)]t= aet

(III)

This mapping is well definedbecause if tCR(d(a)),
for every (ER(d(a)).
then r(Q) =d(a), so that ao is defined and r(ao) =r(a) which implies
a tER(r(at)).
THEOREM.For everycategory2t the pair offunctionsR(A), R(a), defined
R of a in S.
above,establishesa faithfulrepresentation
Proof.We firstverifythat R is a functor.If a = eAis an identity,thendefinition (III) impliesthat [R(a)] = t, so that R(a) is the identitymapping of
R(A) into itself.Thus R satisfiescondition(3.1). Condition (3.2) has already
been verified.In order to verify(3.3) let us considerthe mappings
a1:A1- A2,

a2:A2

A3.

We have forevery tGR(Al),
[R(a2al)]t

= a2a1l =

[R(a2)]al=

[R(a2)R(a=)%

so that R (a.a2) =R(aO2)R(al). This concludes the proofthat R is a representation.
In orderto show that R is faithful,let us considertwo mappings.al, a2CW
and let us assume that R(ai) =R(a2). It follows from (II) that R(d(al))
=R(d(a2)), and, therefore,accordingto (I), d(a,) = d(2). Consider the idenFollowing (III), we have
tity mapping e=ed(a1)=ed(a2).
a,=

ale=

[R(al)]e = [R(a2)]e = a2e =

a2,

so that al = a2. This concludes the proofof the theorem.
In a similarfashionwe could definea faithfuldual representationD of W
by setting
D(A) =
and

a I a E f,d(a) =A}

[D(a)]t

ta

forevery D (r(a)).
The representationsR and D are the analogues of the leftand rightregular representationsin group theory.
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We shall conclude with some remarksconcerningpartial order in categories. Most of the categories which we have considered have an intrinsic
partial order. For instance, in the categories 5, X, and 65 the concepts of
subset, subspace, and subgroupfurnisha partial order.In view of (I), A1jA2
implies that R(A1) and R(A2) are disjoint, so that the representationR destroysthis ordercompletely.The problemof getting"orderpreservingrepresentations"would requireprobably a suitable formalizationof the concept of
a partiallyorderedcategory.
As an illustrationof the type of argumentswhich may be involved,let us
considerthe category65 of discretegroups.With each group G we can associate the set R1(G) which is the set of elementsconstitutingthe group G. With
the obvious mapping function,R1 becomes a covariant functoron 6o to 5,
that is, R1 is a representationof 60 in S. This representationis not faithflul,
group structures.The group strucsince the same set may carrytwo different
ture of G is entirelydescribed by means of a ternaryrelationglg2=g. This
ternaryrelation is nothingbut a subset R2(G) of R1(G) XR(G) XR,(G). All
of the axioms of group theorycan be formulatedin termsof the subset R2(G).
Moreover a homomorphism'y:G1-*G2 induces a mapping R2(y): R2(G1)
-Ri(G2). Consequently R2 is a subfunctorof a suitably defined functor
R, XR1 XRi. The two functorsR1 and R2 togethergive a completedescription
of 65O,preservingthe partial order.
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